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Parachutes Australia have been
supplying the world with emergency
parachute systems for Civilian and
Military applications for over 40 years
The Thinback and Slimpack Emergency Parachute Systems
manufactured by Parachutes Australia are designed, tested
and manufactured beyond regulatory requirements and provide
the maximum safety, performance and comfort.
•
•
•
•
•

Thinback Emergency Parachute System

Slimpack Emergency Parachute System

Certified under FAA TSO C23(b) with Certificate of Type Approval issued by
CASA together with Production Approval No. 515899
Manufactured from durable Cordura fabric.
Military specification harness webbing and hardware for reliable strength and durability.
Stainless Steel closing grommets and ripcord assembly.
Thin, soft pack for pilot comfort.

Also available:
•
•
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SportS Committee

from the president

from the Chair sports Committee

What a wonderful thing it is, that we do. I mentioned in a recent
email how inspired I am by the people in our sport and wanted to
comment on the competitors at the recent Club Class Nationals. You
will read about a few of them in this issue.
On the prize giving night, I was particularly
interested to hear Jo Davis speak. She
received the Tim and Joy Shirley Trophy for
the best placed female competitor. Jo
thanked her club members. It was
wonderful to hear her speak about the
support she had received, the countless
times someone had retrieved her, that she
was always encouraged to challenge
herself and not worry about outlanding,
that someone would always get her. What
a fantastic thing.
John Buchanan also paid tribute to his
club, the camaraderie that keeps him
coming back for more! We all shared in the
joy watching Jim Crowhurst win his first
Club Class Championship.
I enjoyed seeing the family presence.
Does anyone remember the photo from
the QLD State comps in the early nineties?
It was of John and Brett Buchanan, Heinz
and Lars Zehnder, Hank and Kris
Kauffmann, Bob and Andrew Ward, Bevan
and Chris Lane, Frank and Mitch Turner,
Allan and Chris Woolley, all competing.
How wonderful that most of them are still
about. At Kingaroy it was good to see the
strong wife-husband presence, as well as
the father-sons… and perhaps the odd
father-daughter! Not everyone likes to fly in
the competition, but they are there in
support roles too.
I have been very privileged this week, as
I write. I am at Lake Keepit taking some
coaching with G Dale. A spare spot came
up, and I took the opportunity. It has been
lovely to be on the receiving end of some
dedicated crewing (thanks Bruce!) and so
very good to have some one-on-one
attention from a coach.
I had a discussion recently with one of
our members about the need for coaches.
We have so many amazing instructors who
have a vast amount of ability, and they
wanted to know, "Why do we need this
coaching business?" It’s a good question. I
have been so fortunate, like many of you, to
have found a group of instructors who
‘spoke my language’ and were able to
transfer their skills to me. Instructors are like
horses for courses. We all have a different
approach, and finding the right one makes a
big difference. It’s OK to acknowledge that,
and I am sure you can all think of people
who just clicked with you.
It’s a bit the same with the continuum of
learning. Some instructors are perfect for
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the beginner. They put you at ease, are
comfortable and patient with the
clumsiness of learning. Some instructors
aren’t so patient perhaps, but know just
how to teach the art of thermalling, or how
to describe the techniques of landing.
Some instructors are better suited to the
post solo pilot, good at putting them
through the paces, of extending the
learning. This is where the coaching aspect
begins, and you'll see where I am going
with this. It is about suitability for being
able to share a certain aspect of our sport,
and just as importantly, having a
personality fit for that situation. Not all
instructors are coaches, not all coaches are
instructors.
We use the term Coach, when someone
has learnt how to glide, but wants to know
what to do next. They know how to fly
circuits, choose a suitable field for landing,
and to soar, but now how do they play the
game? Whether it be records, or
competition, or having the confidence and
competence to set off cross country, or just
wanting to improve soaring skills.
What are the benefits of coaching?
From my personal perspective, a coach
takes on a completely different meaning to
an instructor. Most of the time our coaches
are instructors, but naming them a coach
changes the focus. It goes from a Teacher/
Student relationship, to a mutual
collaboration.
When we refer to instruction or
coaching, it’s NOT about the ratings the
person has, rather it’s about THE
RELATIONSHIP you have with them.
Many of you have met G Dale. He spent
several weeks with us last year, and the
Coaching Panel have brought him back
again this year. Luckily for me, Lake Keepit
was able to reach a private arrangement
with G, and here I am.
G has the ability to speak to, to reach
everyone, from the pilot needing
encouragement (me), to the wise old
instructor, to the crack competition pilot, to
the multiple record holder… to all of us. I
thought I might share a few of the G-Gems I
have picked up. They are just small, but
have made a huge difference to my gliding.
Firstly, G described a visualisation of a
thermal in terms of contours of lift strength,
so that I could picture a thermal as a rising
mountain, with a peak representing the
strongest part of the lift. It really helped me

visualise circling around this mountain, and
knowing when I needed to tighten my
turns to be able to stick with the peaks, to
centre the thermal quickly.
G also noted how I favoured the left
hand turn when flying the Duo - well, Greg
Schmidt has known this about me for a
while. I worked out that this is because my
hands are small, and the way I fit into a
glider means that my right elbow sits very
comfortably holding the stick at its base,
and the back pulling motion of holding a
left hand turn works well with these
ergonomics… but not so well with the push
of holding a right hand turn, as my elbow
lifts into space, and my hand floats and
loses its anchor. G suggested holding the
stick with my left hand as well - flying with
TWO HANDS! - which enabled me to more
comfortably turn right. Perhaps this might
change as I become more proficient, but
for now, it’s a mini revelation!
Having a dedicated coach, someone to
help me focus on what I need to do to
improve my joy of gliding, has been
liberating. I am surrounded by fantastic
pilots, coaches and talented instructors,
but finding the right one is the key. I know
Bruce would love to be able to help me in
this way, but it is too close to home. Other
coaches are good friends, and I am unable
to share my personal gliding needs with
them, for whatever reason. Asking
someone to be your coach changes the
relationship, there is need for trust. It’s not
always easy to honestly assess your skills
and abilities with someone else, particularly
with friends. Coaching is a collaboration:
both working towards your personal goals,
and a special thing.
Can you think of a sport where the
coach isn’t a big part of the game? If you
are needing a bit of a lift, pardon the pun,
find yourself a coach!
AnITA TAyLoR
PReSIdenT

president@sec.gfa.org.au

Please ensure your GFA membership email address is up to
date, as we are hoping to send regular emails including news
and important updates.

I took over from Anita Taylor as CSC in
September and have been busy getting
up to speed since then. The Sports
Committee manages all of the fun stuff
in gliding from badges to cross country
coaching to Grand Prix competitions.
We have a great team of very
experienced people working to do this.
Beryl Hartley manages badges and
records with the help of Pam Kurstjens
and Jenny Thompson, who looks after the
decentralised competition. She also
issues FAI Sporting Licences to
competition pilots. Beryl and Tim Shirley
are working on a new badge claim form
which is more in line with the latest
Sporting Code rules which allows
electronic declarations.
Peter Trotter manages coaching within
Australia. He is supported by RTO Sports
in each state. At the moment Peter is
negotiating with the Australian Institute
of Sport in Canberra for GFA members to
attend coaching sessions there, and for
the past two years he has arranged for
professional gliding coach G Dale to
come over to Australia and provide
coaching weeks at clubs around
Australia. These are always well attended
and may become a regular event.
Terry Cubley is Australia’s
representative to the International Gliding
Commission (IGC). He puts forward
Australia’s views to the IGC on updates to
the Sporting Code for Badges and rules
for the World gliding competitions.

Mike Maddocks convenes the
International Teams Committee which
manages funding and selection of our
pilots flying overseas. He is also
responsible for the Tasman Trophy and
Grand Prix competitions.
Tom Claffey heads the National
Competition Committee (NCC) which
regulates and manages competitions
within Australia. Tom has recently taken
over from Ross McLean who did this for
quite a few years. Tom oversees updates
to the rules and handicaps to be used in
national competitions and also state
competitions.
Tom is currently working with state
associations to try to standardise rules
across all states. The Handicap
Committee headed by Tobi Geiger is a
sub - committee of the NCC.
Tom is working on the competition
calendar for the 2012-13 competition
season and this should be available soon.
Tim Shirley is the Trophies Officer and
is currently upgrading documentation on
the GFA website and an appendix for the
next version of the Nationals Rules.
My job as Chair of the Committee is to
convene meetings and keep people on
track - sometimes described as herding
cats. My biggest job so far has been a
final edit of the long overdue updated
version of Manual of Standard Procedures
(MOSP) 4.
GFA Calendar - It is possible to access

the Sports section of the GFA website
without logging on and there is now a
link on the Sports page directly to the
GFA Calendar.
I have updated the calendar with up
and coming competition and coaching
events. If there are any errors or changes
required please let me know at csc@sec.
gfa.org.au BTW you probably all already
know this but if you click on a particular
event it gives you more information, such
as contact details for the event.
Our next Sports Committee meeting is
a Skype meeting in February. If you have
any issues you would like to raise please
contact me or a member of the Sports
Committee with your concerns.
MAndy TeMPLe
CHAIR SPoRTS CoMMITTee

expressions of
interest
The National Competition Committee
is calling for expressions of interest from
clubs willing to run the National
Championships over the next two
seasons.
Kingaroy is confirmed for Multi Class
for October 2013 and Waikerie is
interested in Club Class for January
2014.
We would like to find clubs willing to
run comps for the following season
2014-15, so that the clubs, GFA and
pilots all have extra lead time to
prepare.
The calendar indicates a preference
for South Australia for Multi Class and
New South Wales for Club Class.
Expressions of interest should be sent
to Tom Claffey, NCC Chair,

NarromiNe 1- 8 December
IMMedIATeLy foLLowIng
nARRoMIne CUP week
CondITIonS AT nARRoMIne LATe noveMbeR/eARLy deCeMbeR
CAn offeR SoMe of THe beST fLyIng In AUSTRALIA
InfoRMATIon And enTRy foRMS AT

www.nswgc2012.com.au

tom.kerrie@gmail.com
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Geoff Raph final Glide

The Gliding Faternity in SE Queensland
were saddened at the passing of Geoff
Raph on 27 September 2012, aged
almost 87. Geoff was the founding father
of the Kingaroy Soaring Club, among a
group of about six returned RAAF pilots.
Geoff had served as an RAAF navigator
in the latter part of the war. Soon after
relocating his young family to Nambour
and opening his optometry business in

1956 he became aware of a few pilots
wanting to form a gliding club. Geoff
was a useful contact because he was
the only one who had even seen a glider
and a winch. He had actually designed a
winch on the back of an envelope.
Apparently Geoff had also had a launch
at the Toowoomba Club with Nile Hart.
After two years of operation on the
coast, Geoff suggested that the club
move inland to the disused military
airfield at Kingaroy. Since then, the Club
has been successfully located there,
occupying any suitable wartime
buildings available to them. The Club's
first aerotows were done using Geoff's
Tiger Moth. Geoff served as Club
President in the mid-1960s. He was an
instructor and keen cross country and
competition pilot. He competed at his
first Nationals flying our Mucha at
Benalla in1964, followed by Narromine
in the club's Boomerang in 1969.
No one told Geoff that flying a 500km
triangle in a K13 was impossible, so he
undertook an epic, eight-hour journey in
the mid-'60s. Documentation of that
flight has pride of place on the club
house wall along with David Jansen's
1,000km triangle in about the same time

BenaLLa
BenaLLa
60th
60thopen
open
WeeKend
WeeKend
On 24 November the GCV is
celebrating its 60th Anniversary of
permanent location on Benalla Airfield
with a Hangar Dance in the Benalla
Aviation Museum’s hangar. The Club will
also be holding an Open Weekend for
the local and regional communities,
including discounted air experience
flights. On both days, refreshments will
be available on the airfield and in the
State Gliding Centre.

roULettes
The club has also just received
confirmation that the Royal Australian
Air Force Roulettes will perform a
formation aerobatic display over Benalla
on the Saturday. The members are
particularly pleased at this recognition
because GCV is one of the oldest
thriving aviation organisations in
Australia.
Hangar Dance tickets are available for
$25 through Advance Buy on-line at:

www.experienceflight.com.au/gcv-hangardance. They can also be bought for $30
on the night at the Hangar door.
Members are encouraged to charge their
flying account by e-mailing gliding@
benalla.net.au or phoning 03 5762 1058
Rhonda in the GCV Office.
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on-one coaching. Pilots with private
gliders or club gliders will be offered
‘lead & follow’ coaching opportunities as
well as direct coaching in a two-seater.
This week is also a good opportunity
for pilots attending the Horsham Week
competition to fit in some practice flying
as we will have adequate aero-towing
capacity for all. A $100 registration fee
for event expenses and airfield facilities
also covers all camping fees at the
airfield. www.horshamweek.org.au
For bookings and enquiries contact:
Direct to Tim Shirley at tshirley@
internode.on.net 0417 268 073.
VSA Mountain Coaching Week
23 February – 2 March 2013
This mountain coaching event was
first run in January 2012 from Mount
Beauty airfield in Victoria. We enjoyed
good soaring conditions and succeeded
in meeting our course objectives as well
as proving a new concept. Due to a busy
coaching and competition season in
Victoria we have had to schedule this
year's event in late February, which
should still provide good soaring
conditions.
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VSa CoaChinG
Victorian Soaring Association
Cross Country Coaching Week
26 January – 1 February 2013
Horsham Airfield.
The course is designed both for pilots
new to cross country flying and for those
already experienced. It is also useful
experience for pilots who plan to
commence competition flying.
Try for silver distance flights or, for
those who are more adventurous, gold
distance and diamond goal flights. Flying
is over some of the safest outlanding
country in Australia and your fellow
course members will assist you with
retrieves and glider rigging.
Bunkhouse accommodation and
camping is available at the airfield.
Horsham township offers a range of
accommodation with fifteen motels and
two caravan parks.
The course is managed by the VSA
coaching team and comprises a mix of
short theory lectures, daily weather
briefings, daily tasks and post-flight
analysis over an evening meal.
We will have a range of performance
two-seaters available to offer direct one-

fai gLiding Badge report to aUgUst 2012

fRAnkS

The course is intended for two levels of
pilots - those who are new to mountain
flying, and pilots with alpine experience
who are seeking longer tasks in the area.
Alpine flying is much more challenging
than 'flatland' soaring and offers strong
conditions amid great scenery. For those
flying for the first time at Mt Beauty the
focus will be on learning alpine soaring
techniques and navigating among the
numerous hills and ridges. Alpine areas
can be dangerous and unforgiving. Safe
and accurate flying techniques are of
paramount importance. Initial flights will
be with a coach until you demonstrate
an ability to handle the local conditions.
There will be opportunities for longer
flights in 2-seaters with coaches to Mt
Buller and Mt Kosziusko.
For pilots with alpine flying experience
we will offer 'lead and follow'
opportunities on flights along the alpine
chain between Mt Buller and Mt
Kosziusko and beyond, weather
permitting. www.gliding.asn.au
For further queries, contact Ian Grant
03 9877 1463, 0418 271 767, ian.

grant.gliding@gmail.com
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AdeLAIde SC
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MARk TASMAn
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AwPA AwARdS 2013
The Australian Women Pilots’ Association
has again agreed to two awards for
glider pilots for 2013.

very popular recipient.

the gLiding aWard

The scholarship assists sailplane pilots
to enhance cross-country skills by
providing funds to cover retrieval costs
or to assist with towing charges or glider
hire. The 2012 scholarship, providing
$500 on a dollar-for-dollar basis, was
awarded to Pamela Richards from
Gawler Club in South Australia where
she was working on her cross country
skills. We are sure Pamela has achieved
her initial goals and we wish her well in
continuing to spread her wings.

This award recognises pilots for
meritorious flights or outstanding
contributions to the advancement of
gliding in Australia. Val Wilkinson from
the Warwick club in Queensland won the
Gliding Award in 2012 for her long term
contribution to gliding clubs, especially
in Queensland, and also her contribution
as a tug pilot and tug master and her
work with air cadets. She has been a

the soaring
sChoLarship

gYmpie air LeagUe
Camp
In late September 2012, 70 Air League
Cadets and their officers from across
Queensland gathered at Gympie Airfield
for their annual Gliding Camp hosted by
the Gympie Gliding Club, a partnership
that has operated for 10 years. This is a
major event both for both the Air League
and the Gympie Gliding Club.
The Australian Air League is a youth
organization for boys and girls from 8 to
18 years which provides cadets with
leadership and life skills while
encouraging interest and participation in
aviation, as a career or as a pastime.
Air League members attend the camp
at Gympie Gliding where the aviation
knowledge they acquire is expanded
with hands-on awareness and practical
aviation experience. The event was
hosted with the enthusiastic support of
the Gympie Gliding Club Members and
their flight instructors. This real life flying
experience is supplemented by
additional intensive, on-site aviation
education conducted by Air League
Officers.

development.qld@airleague.com.au
gympiegliding.org.au/
If you have a club member, partner or
friend who you think would benefit from
the scholarship or someone you think
has contributed to gliding either through
flight, administration or another means,
please contact wendymedlicott@optusnet.
com.au Further information and
application forms can be obtained from
the AWPA website www.awpa.org.au
I look forward to your nominations.
The awards will be made after the
gliding season is completed in February/
March 2013, so you have plenty of time
to do that special flight, or nominate for
something special already achieved by
your club members.
wendy MedLICoTT
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club profile

bathurst soaring club
this article. The membership is also keenly
involved in competitions in NSW, Victoria
and Queensland each year, so if you
would like to hone your own competitive
abilities, the Bathurst club can provide
support and advice.

gliding oasis in the
central tablelands

LocatIon
Bathurst is located on the western edge
of the Great Dividing Range, straddling the
Macquarie River. Pipers Field is on the
outskirts of the town roughly 200km and
three hours by road from Sydney at an
altitude of 2,200ft. Last year the club
purchased an additional 16 hectares of
adjacent land and made a new 260/08
grass strip. This gives Pipers six major
runway directions providing pilots with
plenty of landing options, as you can see
in the photograph to the left.

Weather

WoRdS:
WoRdS:SeAn
SeAnyoUng
yoUng
PhoToS:
PhoToS:PeTeR
PeTeRneWcomb
neWcomb

Bathurst Soaring Club in the Central Tablelands of NSW offers beautiful gliding terrain,
excellent facilities and a wealth of training opportunites with friendly world class pilots.
In the begInnIng
Bathurst Soaring Club was formed when the Bathurst
Soaring Group, Blue Mountains Gliding Club and the
Sydney Technical College Gliding Club converged on
Bathurst in the 1960s and joined forces. The club was
originally based at Bathurst Airport and adopted the name
Bathurst Soaring Club in 1973. A local landowner Roger
Piper offered to lease what is now Pipers Field to the club
in 1974 and a few years later the club purchased the land.
Club members had built a hangar at Bathurst Airport
and it was moved to the new location. In the early years
at Pipers, there was no club house and members recount
stories of starlight barbecues and freezing nights spent
on the concrete floor of the hangar. Soon after the
purchase of the airfield, club member Chris Pappas
designed a stylish circular building and with much sweat
and toil, the membership constructed what is today a
very comfortable club house.
Many different personalities shaped the early years of
the club and some of them are still members today. Our
oldest club member Ron Ballard recently turned 90. Ron
served as club president and was awarded Lifetime
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Membership of BSC at the recent club AGM. Ron is without
doubt a Living Aviation Treasure as a store of Australian
flying history. Long-time committee member Col Turner,
who ferried the first club Blanik from Khancoban to
Bankstown in 1968 is the Competition Director for the
upcoming NSW Gliding Championships in Narromine. Paul
Drew, Bob Hall, Mike Timbrell and Peter Hanneman, who
all contributed to the launch of the club, are still current
club members.

MeMbershIp
The membership of the club has been numerically
stable for many years at roughly 110. Echoing what
many clubs report, the membership of the club continues
to age and recruitment of new young members is slow.
However, new people continue to join and the members
are constantly looking at ways to promote the club and
increase the membership.
One of the best reasons to join BSC, whether you are
an absolute beginner or a pilot looking to expand or
improve your skills, are the training opportunities and
the number and quality of instructors described later in

Pipers is a superb area for gliding all
year round. The Bathurst Basin is
surrounded by higher land rising to around
3,000ft. On a typical flying day you can go
eastwards towards Lithgow in the Blue Mountains, North
to Hill End and West to Orange and Mount Canobolas.
Past Lithgow, the Wollemi Wilderness and Blue
Mountains form a natural boundary, but intrepid pilots
sometimes fly north towards Mudgee and beyond. Sea
breezes and convergences make very exciting flying
conditions in that region for confident pilots.
However, Mount Canobolas is just 40 km west and on
the other side of the mountain the Western Slopes of the
Great Dividing Range merge into the great wheat belt
that extends from Benalla 500km south to Narromine
200km north and beyond. On a reasonable day
throughout the summer, BSC gliders will be scattered in
the air from Narromine to Forbes. Returning up the
slopes in the late afternoon, pilots come back through
the cooler mountain air, beautiful rolling hills and
spectacular sunsets of the Macquarie River plain.
With hills and mountains to the west and south, wave
conditions are not uncommon. Each year awards are
given for the best wave and best cross county flights
from Pipers. Adam Gill received the award this year for a
flight of over 700km. The record distance from Pipers is
over 1,000km flown by Ian de Ferranti in a DG600.

cLub FacILItIes
The club has one large hangar which houses the club’s
glider fleet plus the two tugs in a separate workshop
area. The club house is comfortable all year around with
air-conditioning and a large open fireplace for the winter.
A very spacious and well equipped kitchen provides
ample storage and cooking facilities. Saturday nights are
usually lively with several groups cooking in the kitchen
and barbecuing outside while others sip wine in the
golden evening glow.
A bunkhouse is located in the hangar and the club
makes two caravans available for guest accommodation
with easy access to a facilities block. Visitors can also
park their own caravans with access to power, or even
put up a tent.

☛

TOP: Looking southwest over the
clubhouse, main hangar and
Pawnee tug.
ABOVE: Looking east with the DG
505 Orion about to launch.
LEFT: The club's oldest member
Ron Ballard at 90 years old.
OPPOSITE: The three main runways
at Pipers Field provide ample room
and many landing opportunities in
any wind direction.

continued over page
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bathurst soaring club

club profile

LEFT: Several generations of Bathurst pilots attended the AGM in
October 2012.
ABOVE: Ex presidents Bob McDonald and Bill Tugnett receive the
award for the best wave flight from Pipers during the last years.
BELOW LEFT: Adam Gill accepts the award for best cross country
flight from Pipers in the last year. He flew over 700km in his Nimbus.
FAR LEFT: Bathurst town from above Pipers Field.
BSC has two Pawnees for aerotows. The club glider
fleet consists of a high performance two-seater DG 505
Orion, a K21, K13, Junior, DG300 and an LS4.
The field has numerous T-hangar sites with a large
variety of privately owned gliders from an ASH 25 and
new ASH 31 to Mosquitos and Piks. Tucked away in one
hangar is a T21, among the oldest gliders on the field.
There is a Nimbus, DG 800, Libelle, Ventus, Discus and
two ASW 20s.

cLub operatIons
BSC is a training club with a full panel of highly
experienced instructors. The current CFI is Bob Hall, a
past GFA President and tireless campaigner for the
gliding community. With over 20 tug pilots on the roster
you will never be kept waiting for a launch.
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The club operates every weekend and on public holidays,
and any Friday during the summer by arrangement.
Instructors, tug pilots and ground crew are rostered on
every flying day and training continues year round.
The club runs ab initio, cross country and engineering
courses every year. There is also a Christmas camp plus
cross country camps at Temora and West Wyalong. Air
experience flights are actively promoted.
In conjunction with Narromine Gliding Club, BSC will be
running the NSW State Championships at Narromine 1 - 8
December. Make sure to come along for a great week.

data sheet
www.bathurstsoaring.org.au
Enquiries (02) 63 371180
Position: 33° 23’ S 149° 30’ E
Based at Pipers Field 5 km to the west of the town
of Bathurst, about 200km west of Sydney.
About 110 members. Operates every weekend
and public holidays. Fridays by arrangement.

peopLe
Beyond the physical side of our club, the people are
what make the club function, of course. At Pipers you
will find a friendly and approachable group of glider
pilots with a wealth of aviation knowledge that they
are pleased to share. Among them are current and
retired airline captains, and pilots with wide ranging
experience stretching back to the early days of gliding
in Australia.
BSC could not operate without the generous and
constant efforts of many volunteers. The number of
volunteer hours put into the club is almost incalculable.
From cutting grass and maintaining tugs, hangars and
gliders to painting benches, Pipers is usually a busy
place on any weekend not only with people working but
also with opportunities for cameraderie. The club’s
families organise club dinners and social events
throughout the year, and in several of these families, the
husband and wife are both pilots. The younger couples
typically bring their small children along and over the
years we have seen children born and grow into
teenagers to become pilots themselves.

Club Fleet:
3 dual seater gliders :
DG-505 Orion
ASK13
ASK21

Future
BSC Gliding Club has the same concerns as many
Australian clubs. Membership is stable but the
demographic has aged. At the recent club AGM ideas
were canvassed for the development of the club and it
was encouraging to hear the numerous and varied
suggestions put forward, which bodes well for the future.
The club plans to continue to improve the facilities, the
fleet, workshop facilities and marketing.
We have a great location, top pilots ready to share their
expertise, and a friendly and welcoming atmosphere. If
you are in our area, drop in and have a flight over the
spectacular terrain. A stay at Pipers is always a pleasant
experience - with great soaring as well.
GA

3 single seater gliders :
SZD51 Jnr]
DG300
LS4
Two Pawnee tug planes and many privately
owned gliders.
Workshop, hangar sites available.
Club owned airfield.
Excellent visitor-friendly facilities.
Club house and caravan park with full amenities.
Bunkhouse, camp sites.

Bathurst Soaring Club
PO Box 1682, Bathurst, NSW 2795
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PreParation - action Lessons

by AdAm WooLLey
phoToS: NeRIdA WooLLey

After the UK Junior World Gliding Championships 2005, I focused on my career and the initial
goal of working for an airline based in Brisbane. Although I spent those years without gliding,
the burning desire to compete at a high standard stayed with me. I recount my preparation for
competition, action time at the Club Class Nationals, and the one big mistake that led me to
ultimately miss out on a podium finish.
PreParations: Glider, attitudes
and time in the sky
In 2011, my father's old Cirrus 75, VH-GQT, came up for
sale. This was my opportunity to start working toward my
next goal – to make the Seniors Club Class team for the
World Gliding Championships in Finland 2014, before
helping my best mate David McManus and other
teammates achieve World Champion status.
After purchasing the glider,
my father and I began work
on this excellently maintained
glider straightaway. We left
no stone unturned as we
tweaked
the
glider's
performance. While I’m not
the (second) greatest pilot
yet, I'm ready to take
advantage of the gains in
glider performance and am a
firm believer in getting points
for free. In every competition
I enter, I make sure from Day
One that I make no excuses
for failing to put in my best
performance each and every
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day. Anything that comes up that I haven’t prepared for
only results from my lack of attention to detail and
preparation.
Every rostered day off from work was dedicated to
practice with the exception of a couple of tweaks to the
glider that took a weekend longer than expected. Kingaory
Soaring Club’s culture is second to none in Australia. We
all practice and have fun with purpose, normally as one
body. Rules, tasks and de-briefs are set every weekend,
always tailored to the conditions, upcoming competitions
and practice techniques.
My intentions on these practice days was to gain
confidence in changing gear, fly two short AATs per day to
intimately get to know my glide computer ClearNav, and
concentrate on the first 50km and the last 90km of each
flight. Finally, I aimed to enter every competition and
coaching course I possibly could. Notable events were a
coaching fortnight with G Dale and the Australian Squad,
plus the Multi-Class Nationals.

action: kinGaroy, club
nationals, 8-19 oct 2012

worked towards and envisaged. My game plan was DON’T
LOSE TODAY, or any day. It was also a day of changing
conditions, first in the blue not above 5,000ftAGL in the
valley, then into a wave-affected day with CU to 8,000ft
AGL, signing off with a 15kt tailwind to take us home.
I made a late start, due to lack of punch to the thermals,
as well as not reaching an ideal height. Finally I got a
climb that was worth taking right over my start point - it
was time to have some fun! Up the valley towards
Wondai, I lined up the local thermals, and soon noticed
gliders on the second leg. I repeated to myself, don’t lose
today, keep flying your own flight. The pattern of the day
came into play regularly. In this section, it was the red
paddocks with farmhouses surrounding them that
produced good thermals.
Then I saw Allan Barnes in Mike Fox and Jim Crowhurst
in Victor 4. Fantastic, I thought. I've had a great start, and
now I have caught up with great company on the second
leg. Don’t lose today. I backed off and let Allan and Jim do
the work – though still keeping an eye on things. Sadly,
this didn’t really work for me. Allan left me three times, in
fact, and each time I had to pick him up again using my
own race attitude. A lesson?
We entered the wave affected sky, and it was instantly
apparent that I needed to be on the northern side of the
CUs and never low with the cool ground and strong winds.
With markers ahead, it was a case of picking the line and
taking people down one-by-one. Turning for Chinchilla, I
luckily made a 90° turn to fly downwind of track, but
directly cross-wind following the highway. This led to the
next pattern of the day, giving great air on all glides. I
later found out from an experienced local that it was a
wave system set up by the scrub, river system, highway
and the Bunya Mountains compressing the air together.
I was with Mike Fox, wingtip-to-wingtip together again
just past Chinchilla into the dying sky. One last go at trying
to play the game safe. It worked, and we eased onto a
safe final glide and coasted on in with good air all the way.
Day Winner, just!

OPPOSITE: Adam waiting for launch at Kingaroy.
ABOVE TOP: Jo Davis in her ASW 19B.
ABOVE: L-R Greg Kolb, John Buchanan, Pam Buchanan.

☛

continued over page

class

Day One of the championship arrived. The airfield and
organisation were ready, the glider was ready, and I was
feeling good with plenty of positive energy – just as I had
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further to the right for a street over the scrub where
stronger conditions should be, although there were no
other gliders there. It’s Day 5 – with hindsight, it wan't a
good time to be doing this.
My mind on deviations being a good thing for the day, I
saw my chance to go blistering fast, it was go time! Or
not... Good energy lines were a result, although there
were no big climbs as expected. Down, down, down. I fell
off the end of the street, not being high. The CUs ahead
looked good, though always on my right side. I moved
further right to try and line up CUs but, frustrated, I asked
myself - what is going on?
Getting still lower, I pushed for the 8kt climbs that I
knew had to be around. I finally called it quits and took a
5kt climb to 4,200ft after 75km of searching. The statistics
for this leg were 56:1 for 15km glides at 75kts. I moseyed
on into the turn, out of the turn – though because I took all
of those deviations, it was inbound at about 50° from
track. Realising my error, I became more frustrated.
One of the strengths that I learnt from my father at a
young age is to forget about the point just played and
focus on the next one. I was still struggling to find decent
climbs, but was generally out of the correct height band,
and I realised that I needed to just keep pushing on. What
is done, is done.

LEFT: Greg Schmidt
and Chris Woolley.
RIGHT: Peter Trotter,
Lisa Trotter, Richard
Hoskings and Jo
Davis.

LEFT: Mark Dalton
RIGHT: Shinzo
Takizawa

jim crowhurst
I haven’t flown an Australian nationals for a couple of
years. I have been busy doing my bit to repopulate the
gliding world. At Kingaroy this year there were some new
and some old faces in the line-up. Good to see.
In previous contests I have struggled with consistency. I
have always outlanded on one day and spent the rest of
the comp trying to claw back points for a respectable
finish. The difference this year? Well, this past winter I
spent six weeks back in the UK and flew their club class
nationals. I came in a disappointing 29th of 50. The
standard was extremely high and I re-learnt heaps of
things that I had forgotten in the eight years that I have
been in Australia. It was a great learning experience. The
most important skills that I brought back were being more
tactical when deciding when and where to start and also
when changing gear quickly. This year the weather at
Kingaroy was challenging, particularly the last few days.
On each day, the task area included points where you had
to be careful and slow down, taking weaker climbs but at
the same time, other areas required you to speed up and
be ruthless with thermal selection to get your speed up.
Being a Kingaroy local proved beneficial. I know where
and when different areas are likely to be good or bad and
at what time of day. Strangely for Kingaroy, many days
were uncharacteristically blue, which doesn’t suit me
normally - I like clouds. On blue days I tried hard to stick
with other gliders and be more patient in gaggles. It
generally paid off for me. I also tried to make the cu days
count. Interestingly, of the two days I won, both were cu
days.
I was also task setter for the comp. Being an organiser
and a pilot is hard work. I tried hard to set as many racing
or fixed tasks as I thought achievable and I think many
enjoyed the mix of tasks. I know I did.
Overall, it was a fun couple of weeks and a great
experience. It was also great to win my first nationals at
my home club.
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lessons: the day i
lost the nationals
This set the tone for the start of my competition, with
the words, Don’t lose today, frequenting my head. Until…
The day started out with particular ideas in mind, right
from getting out of bed, about task planning - I almost
tasked in the wrong direction - and ultimately about my
flying, diversions and climb selection. Sadly, I didn’t do
anything about these mindsets until it was too late touchdown at Kingaroy. A safe flight all the same, but I
forgot my game plan, as I later discovered in my postcompetition self debrief - don’t lose today.

start
I found an easy and strong first climb. Looking ahead, I
could pursue a blue hole with patches of wisps over the
scrub with potentially strong climbs, or I could deviate 45°
off track to follow a street that curved back into the turn
before a blue hole. I had seen this situation before into this
turpoint, so I took the street and had a stress free run.
Looking to my right I could see the other competitors
gliding out slowly from a CU that didn’t work to a few
remaining good chances. So I was happy with my decision,
though this ultimately set me up for a loss for the day. My
mindset on deviations seemed to be a good idea.
I took nice climbs to cloud base before a 30km round
trip glide in and out of the blue turnpoint. I had almost
caught up Victor 4 and Mike Fox again today. When I got
back to the CU, I took a normal 4kt climb while I
considered my routing options. The 1st section was an
easy one to make, and I took a street that was 30° off
course and ran back in towards the goal. I had good lines
of energy and took a few nice climbs, nothing showy.

decision Point
I had to decide whether to link up a number of normal
looking clouds back towards track, then onto a small good
looking street, 50km in and out of the turn with regular
thin CUs and company, or take the deviation of 30°

ABOVE: Adam
Woolley
congratulating
Jim Crowhurst on
winning the
competition.

i lost the day, by losinG
Lesson learnt, big time. In future, I’ll mention these
mindsets and how I’m feeling to my team - or to Dad at a
local competition – so that everyone is aware of them,
and apply the appropriate race technique for the day in
order to spend our points wisely.
From there, I dropped and gained points – finishing in
4th after nine days of quality racing, just out of Stephen
O’Donnells third placing. The big points of note on how I
flew for the rest of the comp after that day are that, first, I
flew too conservatively too early, and second, after Day
Four I forgot to consciously tell myself, don’t lose today!
Big pennies have dropped after the nationals, and I’m
now armed with some great knowledge of soaring and life
lessons and feeling quietly confident of where my future
race endeavors are heading. Bring on the pre-worlds!

wraP-uP
First of all, thanks to my parents and sister for making
this comp and my result happen. I couldn’t have done it
without you. The countless days away with preparation,
the blood and sweat put into the glider, and the roof over
my head is massively appreciated.
Thanks to Greg Schmidt and his terrific team behind
him for the championships. It was a nationals unlike any
other that I’ve been to for a while, extremely relaxed with
a friendly nature. I think this was due to the slightly
smaller fleet than usual, the varied competitor
personalities and some fantastic and varied weather
conditions. The big ticket item, however, was the catering
put on by Rob Butler, John McGrath and others. It was
simply amazing and kept everyone together every night.
People in the clubhouse past 1800 at the nationals, what
the!? Simply outstanding.
Thanks and congratulations to Jim Crowhurst who won
his first nationals. I loved our daily laughs and chats
through the comp – kept it all light hearted and fun. Can’t
wait to fly with you again soon, mate!

LEFT: L-R Mary
O’Donnell,
Stephen
O’Donnell, Adam
Woolley, Luke
O’Donnell, Chris

the o'donnells
Stephen and Luke O'Donnell are third and fourth
generation glider pilots flying now from the Kingaroy
Soaring Club. Stephen and wife Mary have five sons and a
daughter and all are keen pilots or student pilots. Luke is
the keenest and has bought his own Standard Cirrus and
flown Joey Glide, Qld Easter Comps and now his first
Nationals. He has about 400 hours flying and will be lining
up at the Lake Keepit Joey Glide as well. Luke is an IT
professional working for Ergon Energy in Rockhampton.
Stephen O'Donnell has been gliding since 1974 and
returned to competition gliding 18 months ago after a 24
year break due to work and family commitments. Kingaroy
was his third Club Class Nationals since his last major
competition, the 1987 World Comps at Benalla. He was
1986 National 15 metre champion and has flown 3,000
hours in gliders.
Gliding highlights include a 1,000km triangle at age 18
and winning a day at the World Championships. He also
owns a Standard Cirrus and enjoys now being able to fly
with his sons and 10 year old daughter Gabby who is a
keen passenger, determined to go solo on her 15th
birthday. He works as a Coal Mine supervisor in Central
Queensland.
The whole O'Donnell family enjoys flying at Kingaroy in
spite of the long distance needed to get there from their
home in Yeppoon.

☛

continued over page
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sParrowHawk
wins tHe day
WoRdS ANd phoToS by moRgAN SANdeRcock

The format of the competition
is specifically set up to prevent
gliders flying together too much,
so I didn’t get a lot of
opportunities to fly with other
gliders. Sometimes we shared a
thermal but then glided away in
different directions. I was able to
follow a Discus 2 for 4 thermals
but then we split up because he
was in the other class which had
a different task. Flying the
SparrowHawk
around
15m
gliders is like flying a standardclass machine in a thermal full of
open-class gliders: you are more
manoeuvrable but you can’t use
that advantage without risking a
collision.
Since I didn’t have a crew, my
goal was to complete the task
each day without landing out.
The SparrowHawk got home on
some very difficult days with
many outlandings. Speed and
ranking in the competition results
were not a consideration. There
were many racing tasks declared
which meant that I had to start
early just to be sure of finishing
the task before the thermals shut
off at the end of the day. But
there was one day…

the sParrowhawk
strikes

The SparrowHawk ultralight glider first flew in 2001 but it
hasn’t appeared in a lot of competitions because most of
the glider pilots who like the ultralight concept aren’t
competitive people. A glider with only 11m wingspan
doesn’t come up on the shopping list when looking for a
competitive advantage. Obviously, the SparrowHawk can
only compete within a handicapped competition such as
Club Class. The 2012 Club Class Nationals in Kingaroy
were a perfect opportunity to test this theory.
All of the other pilots in the Kingaroy competition were
amazed to see that the SparrowHawk is a conventional
glider. It can be towed at reasonable speeds behind a
Pawnee, climbs a little bit better than most gliders, glides
a little bit worse than most and lands back on the runway
like a conventional glider. The cockpit is a reasonable size
and the pilot weight range is more than reasonable. The
only concession to light weight is you have to be careful
what you step on when climbing in to the cockpit.
Everyone who saw it in the air couldn’t believe that this
tiny thing was keeping up with their heavy behemoths in
straight glides as well as in the thermals.
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Day 7 of the competition was
declared an AAT type task. The
sky was predicted to be blue with
weak and broken thermals going
to not-very-great heights. We
were given 3 hours for the task,
which meant I only had to do just
the minimum distance around the task and I could get to
the finish before the thermals shut off for the day. On the
grid before launch, there was some discussion on the best
way to follow energy lines on this sort of day. The advice
from Adam Woolley was to look for wisps and haze domes
and fly to them, even if they disappeared before you got
there. This certainly worked well for me on this day. I was
able to pick a line of wisps nearly parallel to my desired
track and followed that line from memory after the wisps
disappeared. This turned into a row of thermals which
were working well.
The real advantage of the SparrowHawk is its extreme
manoeuvrability to find small gusts and turn inside them.
I was able to consistently find 5kt average thermals on a
day when the other competitors were mostly working 3kt
thermals. I was turning at much steeper bank angles than
I usually use: more than 60 degrees in the smallest
thermals. The disadvantage is that the SparrowHawk is
easily punished by sink because it can’t fly away from the
sink as fast as a glider with a heavier wing-loading. My
final glide used up all of the extra margin that I allowed

ray stewart

and only just squeaked in over the runway intersection.
Fortunately Kingaroy has some convenient outlanding
paddocks very close to the southern boundary of the
airfield.
I had started first and finished so quickly that I got to
the bar before anyone else. A lot of people were asking
me if I had even launched that day. With the AAT task, it’s
very difficult to compare your performance until all the
flights are logged in the scoring system. I knew I had done
well, but I had to wait and watch while each flight was
scored. Surely someone has done better than me? No, my
flight was the best for the day in the class. The smallest
glider in the fleet won the toughest day in the competition.
I was quite pleased with my overall placing, given that
I’ve been close to the bottom in every other competition
that I’ve entered and I wasn’t trying to improve on that
position. The SparrowHawk has proven that it can fly in
top-level competition with no special allowances. It is also
going to be competitive in the new 13.5m class, without a
handicap.

What a fantastic experience to take part in the Club &
Sports Class Nationals. The atmosphere was friendly with
genuine congratulations to whoever had done well on a
particular day. After the day's flying we would gather in
the bar where people would share funny stories of
struggling away, or discuss details on what had gone right
or wrong that day. This created the feeling of a flying
holiday with mates at the club, just on a much bigger
scale!
I started gliding 25 years ago but never fulfilled my
dream of flying comps due to work and family
commitments. This lead to an extended break from
gliding from 1998 to late 2011. My wife was very
supportive when the Discus I was dreaming of came up
for sale - it was finally time to give it a go. Pulling off a day
win at a nationals was a huge bonus. Being able to share
that moment with family and new gliding friends made it
very special.
OPPOSITE: The SparrowHawk beside Bruce Taylor's JS1C.
ABOVE: The cockpit of the SparrowHawk is comfortable and roomy.
BELOW: Morgan is justifyably proud of his glider.

☛

continued over page
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Marketing and developMent

THE CHALLENGE OF
CONVERTING VISITORS

32nd austraLian cLub & sPorts
cLass nationaLs results

Membership statistics indicate that clubs that are growing record a large
number of Air Experience flights. Clubs recording only a small number of AEF
flights are not growing.
This indicates that an initial strategy for
club development has to be:
l Increase the number of AEF flights; and
l Convert these into members.
Many clubs do an excellent job of
looking after visitors, making them feel
welcome and getting them into the air.
Such clubs may have dedicated
members and aircraft to ensure a
professional service. Typically, however,
the energy is spent in making the
visitors feel great about their flight and
then they are simply sent on their way,
sometimes with a certificate and maybe
some photos or CDs.
The part that is usually missing is
spending a few minutes to explain what
the sport is about and how easy it is to
learn to fly – that is, making the offer to
join the club. Sales people talk about
this as closing the deal. This is often the
most difficult part but it is critical if you
are to turn visitors into members.

32st australian club & sPorts class
nationals 2012
sPorts
1. 8530

Zbb

JohN bUchANAN

kINgARoy

ASW 19b

2. 8342

xyL

bRAd edWARdS

LAke keepIT

JS1b

3. 7808

36

ShINZo TAkIZAWA

SoAR NARRomINe dIScUS 2A

4. 7756

xgk

gReg koLb

kINgARoy

veNTUS 2cxT

5. 7702

vIT

IvAN TeeSe

kINgARoy

ASg 29e

OPPORTUNITIES
Having a clear focus on converting
visitors into members has the potential
to rapidly increase the number of new
members joining your club.
The process includes a few
components:
l An offering that is attractive to the
potential member

club
1. 8345

v4

JIm cRoWhURST

kINgARoy

ASW 19b

2. 7935

gmF

ALLAN bARNeS

AdeLAIde Sc

LS 1 F

3. 7842

Zkh

STepheN o'doNNeLL kINgARoy

cIRRUS 75

4. 7777

W3

AdAm WooLLey

kINgARoy

cIRRUS 75

5. 7719

IIc

peTeR TRoTTeR

kINgARoy

ASW 20A

For the full day by day results and task information see

l A dynamic operation with people
having fun in a safe environment
l A readily available promotion pack
that explains the offering
l People on the field who are able to
promote this offering
l An environment that encourages
discussion and the decision to join
l Delivering the offering as promised
Some of the more successful clubs are
also offering some great packages to
encourage further involvement. It
doesn’t take much, but you would be
surprised at how many people turn up a
week or two later to take up
membership or a package deal.

NEXT STEPS
l What is your success rate? How
many passengers do you fly each year
and how many new members do you
get? Express this as a percentage.
l If you are over 10% then you
probably don’t have a problem.
l Determine what your club can offer
new members.
l Consider package deals that may be
worth offering.
l Develop promotional materials and
ensure they are available on the field.
l Use your club web page effectively
and direct the visitors to this page

http://www.soaringspot.com/ausclub32/
troPhies

M&D CoMMittee Can you help?

Winner of the Sports Class John Buchannan receiving his trophy
from David Sharples.

The growth of our membership is
critical to the continuation of our sport.
There are some good signs, but it now
needs a concerted effort to change the
way we attract and engage with our
members.
The Marketing and Development
Committee has responsibility to find the
best ways to do this and to help our
clubs. We realise that we need some
specialist help and so are seeking
expressions of interest from any
members with specific industrial
experience who are able to spend some
time to help us get this important task
planned and implemented.
We will continue to have Regional
Development Officer (RDO)
representation in each state to support
ongoing communication with the states
and clubs. But we also need support

best handicaP sPeed
JIm cRoWhURST 117.9 kph
best Placed junior
LUke o'doNNeLL, kINgARoy, cLUb 16Th,
STd. cIRRUS

one Plus troPhy
for gliders with handicap of 1 or above.
ALLAN bARNeS
best Placed female:
Jo dAvIS, dARLINg doWNS, cLUb 9Th ASW 19b
state team contest
QLd: JohN bUchANAN, JIm cRoWhURST, ALLAN bARNeS
best novice:
1ST RAy STeWART, booNAh, cLUb, 7Th, dIScUS bT
2Nd moRgAN SANdeRcock, USA, cLUb, 12Th,
SpARRoWhAWk
3Rd STeve mcmAhoN, dARLINg doWNS, cLUb, 15Th,
moSQUITo

Winner of Club Class Jim Crowhurst.

from specialists who are able to support
the following functions
l Women in Gliding
l Youth development
l Web page creation and
development
l Press relations interface
l Event management
l Event promotions/resources
l Advertising
l Marketing – including lead
generation
l Sponsorship/Government funding
If you have expertise in any of these
areas and are willing to help the M&D
committee to determine the best
approach, or help us to implement some
of these approaches or run some small
projects, please send your details to

cmd@sec.gfa.org.au.

DEVELOPmENT
If you have any questions or feedback, please
contact me at the email address below.
TeRRy CUbLey
ChAIR, DeveLopmenT pAneL

CMD@sec.GFA.org.au
l Make sure that a part of the AEF
pilot role is to spend time explaining
opportunities for membership.
l Talk to your AEF pilots. Explain their
role in converting visitors to members.
l Ensure you have a suitable area
where passenger pilots can show club
information to prospective members.
l Many clubs have promotional
material, but much is outdated and not
readily available on the field.

BEST PRACTICE
l The Caboolture club members
actually spend 5-10 minutes after the
passenger flight to read through the
member options with the visitor, and
have the best uptake of converting
passengers to members in Australia.
l A number of clubs in each state
offer new member packages that require
new members to outlay a set fee for a
guaranteed service in terms of number
of flights over a defined period.
l A number of clubs are now
providing DVD videos of the flight or
sport.
l Some clubs use the info from the
GFA membership form to send a follow
up with club information.

GFA mEmBERSHIP 2011-12
GFA membership figures show that
our membership at the end of the last
year is approximately 10 members
fewer than in the previous year, which
was 50 fewer than the previous year.
Best described as static, but with an
ongoing shadow of a declining sport. We
appear to have a more active sport now
which gives hope for the future, but we
are seeking to clarify this data.
The GFA office introduced an online
renewal process in August and
September – best described as not quite
as planned. Failures in the web page
meant many members were frustrated
by the whole process. The GFA office
quickly responded and have fixed the
online system so that it now works
effectively, and have contacted all
members to make sure that no one has
been left behind. If you have any
concerns about your membership or
renewal, then please call the GFA office
– they are keen to help you.

GA
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radio

Operating at nOn-tOwered
aerOdrOmes and radiO Use
There is no substitute for thorough flight planning. Even with adequate
flight preparation, your flight may not eventuate as planned due weather
or other unforeseen reasons. Murphy is alive and well! The following article
is intended to be mostly generic. Some content is specific and applies to
touring motor gliders pilots. I am sure that most GFA members will
extrapolate the information which can be applied to their operation and
requirements. I hope the majority of readers from the new GFA member to
the crusty old GFA stalwart will find the content interesting and a good
refresher.
When using the radio be mindful the
squelch is correctly set and most
importantly, the volume is adjusted so
you can easily hear the radio. Many
pilots have requested an airways
clearance and had the volume turned
down. The airways clearance is granted
with appropriate instructions and the
pilot hears nothing. When the fault is
identified, the controller is frustrated and
the sailplane or motor glider pilot is
embarrassed. Before transmitting, pull
the squelch and ascertain the volume.
Be confident and when you transmit,
speak clearly and be ready for the
instructions that follow.
When approaching a CTAF, after
completing your appropriate radio
transmission, be ready for another station’s
reply. Speak close to the mic, possibly
touching your lips, and speak with a clear
voice, slowly and at a normal level. Press
the transmit key before you speak, release
it after you finish so you do not clip the first
or last word. If in doubt of the correct
phraseology, speak in plain, simple English.
Let us define a CTAF. The CTAF (R)
was once defined as a cylinder 10 mile
radius up to five thousand feet. This is
an old definition but serves as a
yardstick to what we should be thinking
in terms of dimensions. The CTAF is a
frequency on which pilots operating at
non towered aerodromes should make
position radio broadcasts. If a discrete
frequency is not listed use the multi com
frequency 126.7 MHz. These frequencies
are normally not monitored by ATS. To
achieve a greater degree of safety,
CAR166C requires pilots of aircraft
carrying a serviceable radio that they
are qualified to use, to broadcast
whenever it is reasonably necessary to
do so to avoid a collision, or the risk of a
collision, with another aircraft. Glider
pilots overflying the aerodrome should
avoid the circuit area and the routes
commonly flown by arriving and
departing traffic. Therefore, the CTAF is
airspace in which aircraft entering,

transiting or departing could be at risk of
conflict and radio must be used to assist
in separation. Recently an Air
Ambulance departed Yarrowonga and
conflicted at 10 miles (18km) with a
sailplane thermalling at approximately
7,000ft. That aircraft and sailplane were
by definition within the Yarrawonga CTAF.
The sailplane was on the appropriate
Yarrawonga CTAF frequency and both
aircraft communicated by radio.
CAO 95.4 now states that a glider
pilot must be qualified to use a VHF
radio when acting as pilot in
command. It takes time and practice to
become proficient in radio use and radio
procedures. The GFA Airways and Radio
Procedures Manual is an excellent
training manual for young and old. The
manual now contains a self-test
questionnaire for the student sailplane
pilot and the current version will soon be
available on the GFA web. The Level 2
instructor must complete a GFA Log
Book Endorsement for the up and
coming glider pilot as required by MOSP
2 and CAO 95.4. The student pilot will be
required to demonstrate a level of
proficiency and discipline in the use of
radio and its operation and have
knowledge and understanding of the
phonetic alphabet and the use of basic
phraseology. A pilot must pass the test
and be logbook endorsed prior to solo. A
reminder at this time to instructors of
the other requirements and
qualifications needed to be satisfied
prior to solo. The GFA Articles of
Association state you must be a member
of a GFA affiliated club as well as a
financial member of the GFA. The GFA
Operations Manual 2012 states you
must also have completed your GFA
Medical Declaration of Fitness ‘Appendix
1’ or if not able to comply due health
issues, request your GP to complete a
Certificate of Fitness ‘Appendix 2’ found
in the Operations Manual/GFA
Regulations. The student pilot also must
have passed Air Legislation.

dennIS STACey, gfA
CHIef TeCHnICAL offICeR

CTO@sec.gfa.org.au
The radio message has four parts
to the content. For the inexperienced, I
would suggest you try to remember the
required content and practice at home
or with another pilot. Think of different
inbound and transiting scenarios and
write down what you want to say on the
radio. Later with practice you will sound
like a professional and will not need to
write the words down on paper. The four
parts to the content are: who you are,
what you are, where you are, and your
intentions - WHO, WHAT, WHERE and
INTENTIONS. The radio transmission
format will start with who you are
addressing and finish with, in the case of
a CTAF, the CTAF name. For example,
the radio transmission may sound like
this: “Tocumwal traffic, glider Alpha
Bravo Charlie wun zero miles west of
Tocumwal, six tou_sand three hun_dred,
tracking east, Tocumwal.”
At any time you hear another aircraft
within your location and you perceive
that there is a collision risk, transmit
stating the aircraft’s call sign you are
addressing, e.g.
“Cessna Delta Echo Foxtrot” - or “All stations Tocumwal, glider Alpha
Bravo Charlie is thermalling six
tousand, fife miles west of
Tocumwal, Tocumwal.”
Your transmission format then covers
who you are addressing, what you are,
who you are, where you are and what
you wish them to know. You then will
finish the transmission with the CTAF
you are addressing. The reason why you
finish your transmission with the CTAF is
some CTAF’s are on a ‘common’ CTAF
frequency such as Multicom 126.7Mhz or
operating on a common broadcast zone
frequency - more about that later.
Another station outside the CTAF for
some reason may miss the initial
transmission and only hear the last part.
They hear Tocumwal at the end and they
know that the transmission was not
intended for them. Otherwise, they
would need to request a repeat of the
transmission. Be mindful to keep your
transmissions short and to the point.
That is the main reason for standard
phraseology, to abbreviate and also
format the transmission to a common
presentation. Use the radio frequency
for its intended purpose and refrain from
extended conversations in Class G
airspace or in a CTAF. Also keep chatter
to a minimum when on the gliding

frequencies to avoid annoying your
fellow pilots.
Pilots with experience know that being
ahead of the aircraft will enhance safety
and make the flight far more enjoyable.
Currency and experience will certainly
assist in this regard. Preparation and
planning will enable you, at the
appropriate time, to set up the sailplane
or motor glider in advance for the next
task at hand. An example is setting
the standby frequency. By entering
the next required frequency on standby
you are prepared for the next job. A
simple toggle or flip flop selection to the
required frequency will make your task
as pilot and radio operator seamless and
easy. For example you are approaching
Tocumwal CTAF, your radio is on area
frequency or 122.7 glider chat and at 10
miles (18km) or so, and at a height and
distance you regard to be within the
vicinity of that aerodrome, you select or
‘flip flop’ from 122.7 glider chat and
make 122.9 Tocumwal active. Make your
transmission in the format stating who
you are calling (CTAF), who you are (call
sign), what you are (glider), your
position (height, distance and relative
bearing from the CTAF) and intentions
(e.g. overflying from east to west or
inbound). Stay on Tocumwal CTAF while
transiting until you are satisfied you are
no longer in the aerodromes vicinity. You
may then flip flop/change to area
frequency or 122.7 MHz. The frequency
depends on your circumstances and
your perceived risk assessment.
Your next turn point may involve
crossing Corowa CTAF. When convenient,
set the Corowa CTAF frequency of
132.45 MHz on standby ready for
selection. This is naturally carried out
well before arriving at the Corowa CTAF
boundary. Remember when your eyes
are located inside the cockpit operating
the radio or your glide computer, be
vigilant and keep maintaining your
lookout and scan. Be conscious to try
not to fixate within the cockpit for an
extended period of time. For those
sailplanes that do not have a radio
which has a standby pre selection, be
mindful to change to the next frequency
before you may require the radio and
when the workload is relatively low. A
neat and well prepared laminated card
in the cockpit within easy reach and
marked with the appropriate CTAF
frequencies for quick reference is
advisable.
Please refer to the Aeronautical
Information Package (AIP) Book,
AIP MAP and ERSA for airspace

boundaries, runway number and
headings. Also refer to ERSA for special
procedures/requirements that may apply
at the airfield that you intend to operate
or land. NOTAMS, if issued, must be
obtained if the planned flight entails
landing at a different destination airfield.
It would be of great assistance to have a
photocopy of current pages of ERSA for
all airfields, registered and certified in
the area that you intend to operate, just
in case you may need one. If radio
equipped, you must make all the
mandatory CTAF radio transmissions for
registered or certified aerodromes.
Remember, all pilots are required to
carry current charts. A reminder that

your altimeter subscale must be set on
area QNH. The QNH can be obtained
from flight services or the altimeter set
at the height of the airfield elevation
before getting airborne. GFA members
operate in the sky with many other
sporting aviators and general aviation
pilots within the airways system. All
airspace users are required to operate
on QNH reference. The GFA Regulations
state that all sailplanes will set local
QNH or area QNH on the altimeter below
10,000 feet.
When a sailplane is flown above
10,000ft AMSL, the altimeter is then set
to a standard pressure setting of 1013.2
hPa and the pilot shall report height by
reference to flight levels.

☛
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QNH is altitude, QFE is height
above a reference point.
When taking off and if radio equipped,
a radio transmission stating such must
be transmitted on the appropriate CTAF.
At certified and military aerodromes a
radio and the use thereof is mandatory.
For motor gliders, a taxiing call should
be transmitted stating who you are,
what you are, where you are if relevant,
and your intentions.
The following is a complex example
but the radio calls are required. Most
taxiing calls are not so laborious but the
example at Benalla is a good one. At
Benalla the calls should be, as per this
example, a taxiing call, a crossing
runway call, crossing another runway
call and an entering and back-track call.
These radio calls are made before the
take-off and intensions transmission. So
the first….
“Benalla traffic, Grob motor glider
XQX taxiing for runway 26 right,
crossing runway 17/35, Benalla.”
When after crossing 17/35…
“Benalla traffic, Grob motor glider
XQX crossing 26L entering and
backtracking runway 26R Benalla.”
You must not only call your intentions
advising other traffic at Benalla but also
have a good lookout both ways for
aircraft taxiing and aircraft on final
approach before entering the runway
and crossing. Just think that you made
the crossing runway call and the pilot on
short final did not hear your call because
he had the volume turned down. He is
caught short as you taxi out in front of
him and he is on very short finals! Could
be very nasty! Same rule applies for
gliders being towed to the launch point.
You must remember to call when
crossing the active runway, and also
entering a runway and back-tracking.
And now the good part, carrying out
the ‘take off’ transmission. For the club
aero tow operation, your friendly
professional club tug pilot will carry out
the required radio transmissions for the
combination as the tow pilot is in
command. For a winch launch, the glider
pilot or a responsible qualified crew
member will announce the launch
commencing if the operation is being
carried out within a CTAF. Lastly the
motor glider pilot will be required to
make the radio announcement on CTAF.
The call will be:
“Benalla Traffic, Grob motor
glider XQX rolling runway 26R for
circuits, Benalla” or “Benalla Traffic,
Grob motor glider XQX, rolling 26R,
making right turn, departing
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Benalla to the north Benalla.”
Note: If departing Benalla on the 26L
runway, you would need to maintain
runway heading for 3 miles departing
the circuit before setting course.
For the motor glider departing to the
north for Yarrawonga, a departure call
after the take-off while on climb is then
made on the Benalla CTAF, “Benalla
traffic, Grob motorglider XQX
departed Benalla time 12 (12
minutes past the hour), on climb
four tou_sand fife hundred, tracking
355, Benalla.”
Once clear of Benalla CTAF change to
area frequency.
The requirements at Benalla and
Tocumwal are unique due to glider and
power operations. ESRA have the
procedures for glider and power circuit
joining procedures and requirements. For
a ‘normal’ airfield such as Burketown, a
motor glider on the active runway would
need to fly 3 miles maintaining runway
direction before turning right so as to be
clear of the circuit and traffic. That
motor glider however could at 500 feet
make a left hand turn and continue the
circuit pattern departing on crosswind
overhead Burketown. As you would
expect, this is called an overhead
departure, a standard pattern for GA
aircraft to depart on track. This assists
powered aircraft tracking outbound on
the appropriate heading, tracking on the
NDB or VOR. The NDB tracking is a
bearing and the VOR has radials. So
maintain runway heading for 3 miles
after take-off to ensure being clear of
circuit traffic before turning a right turn
or make 3 left turns and depart
overhead. Remember, it is good
airmanship for motor glider pilots to
transmit a departure call as stated
earlier. The motor glider pilot can depart
the circuit from any leg. This can be
crosswind and downwind. Remember to
depart the circuit on the downwind leg
or overhead from mid field.
To enter the CTAF the pilot would
make an inbound call stating intentions.
“Burketown traffic, Grob motor
glider XQX is inbound 10 miles to
the south, passing four tou_ sand
fife hundred on decent, estimate
circuit 53 (53 minutes past the
hour), Burketown.”
Again, expect to receive a
transmission from any inbound or
outbound aircraft that may perceive
there is a conflict. There may also be
aircraft in the circuit pattern. The motor
glider would track so as to enable joining
a crosswind, downwind, base leg or

straight-in approach. The Grob motor
glider must be established by three
miles if electing a straight-in approach
and have transmitted his intentions. If
electing a straight-in approach, the Grob
must give way to any circuit traffic on
base or downwind leg. If electing to
carry out cross wind circuit join, it must
be completed mid field. If a back-track is
required after landing, call back-tracking
and make another call when clear of all
runways, “Burketown, Glider XQX
clear of all runways, Burketown.”

GFA AirspAce & rAdio
procedures MAnuAl
This is an excellent and informative
book, and well worth a read and
refresher. The GFA and its members
under CAO 95.4 enjoy certain privileges.
Our members are allowed, when
appropriately trained, to gain airways
clearance and enter controlled airspace
in accordance with that clearance. GFA
registered sailplanes and motor gliders
also are approved to operate without a
transponder, which includes operation in
class E airspace below 10,000ft. We
should maintain a listening watch on
area frequency when the situation
dictates. The AIP actually states that
glider pilots are encouraged to monitor
area frequency above 5000 ft. Be aware
that other sport, general aviation or RPT
pilots may expect that you are on area
frequency and expect that you have just
received their all stations transmission.
It is worth noting that the AIP (ENR
5.5-2) states that a listening watch at
non towered aerodromes must be
maintained by the tug pilot, or the
winch, or winch tow driver. The winch
driver, tow driver or tug pilot must
then be able to advise glider traffic
information to inbound or taxiing
aircraft. Radio equipped gliders at nontowered aerodromes will use the CTAF.
Except for gliders approaching to land,
powered aircraft have priority in the
use of runways, taxiways and aprons
when a single runway or dual runway
operation is established. The AIP also
states that where a single runway is
established and gliders operate within
the runway strip, when the runway is
occupied by a tug or glider, the runway
is deemed to be occupied. Aircraft
using the runway may, however,
commence their take off run from a
position ahead of the stationary glider
or tug aircraft.
While on this Section of the AIP, it is
further stated that gliders are not
permitted to perform aerobatics within
two miles of certified or registered

aerodrome and not below 2,000 ft AGL.
Gliders are also not permitted to
perform continuous turns or thermal on
and within the live side of the circuit
unless they monitor the CTAF and give
way or maintain adequate separation
from other circuit traffic.
Finally, where a winch operation is in
progress at a certified or registered
aerodrome, launching will cease and the
wire will be retracted or moved off the
strip when another aircraft joins the
circuit or taxis for a departure, or when
a radio call is received to indicate this. A
white strobe is displayed by the winch or
a yellow rotating beacon by the tow car
or associated vehicle whenever the
cable is deployed. Clear the runway as
soon as practical.
Broadcast Zones are defined
airspace volumes in Class G airspace for
which a discrete frequency (CTAF) has
been allocated. All operations, including
those at aerodromes and landing sites
within the zone shall use this CTAF as a
broadcast frequency.

understAndinG
broAdcAst AreAs:
Pilots are being reminded that recent
changes to so-called large common
traffic advisory frequency (CTAF) areas
do not affect procedures at all nontowered aerodromes. Large CTAFs are
now known as Broadcast Areas, or
BA for short. Along with the name
change there are several other changes,
however these only apply to broadcast
areas - the old large CTAFs. If an
aerodrome or landing site does not lie
within a broadcast area then procedures
have not changed. Broadcast areas are
based on the lateral boundaries of the
old large CTAFs that cover grouped
aerodromes and landing sites. These
broadcast areas now have a vertical
boundary – the base of controlled
airspace or 5000ft whichever is the
lower, or 8500ft if the area is below lowlevel class E airspace, or surface to a
nominated level. This means the point at
which pilots must change radio
frequencies is now defined both laterally
and vertically. Frequency change should
now occur at the broadcast area
boundary, rather than in the vicinity, at
10 nautical miles or as prescribed in the
Aeronautical Information Package. This
change removes the ambiguity about
frequency change that existed at the old
large CTAFs and standardises frequency
management procedures. The new
broadcast areas came into effect on 28
June 2012.
Find out more about broadcast areas

in the Aeronautical Information Package
(ENR 1.4 – 3.3) and the En Route
Supplement.
I would now like to digress slightly at
this point and state some very obvious
requirements. VFR (Visual Flight
Rules) flight takes place in VMC (Visual
Meteorological Conditions). For VFR
pilots, of which glider and motor glider
pilots are, flight can only take place
during daylight hours. First light begins
at morning civil twilight and the day
finishes at evening civil twilight. The VFR
rules require VFR pilots to be on the
ground 10 minutes before last light.
Local factors that can affect last light are
the nature of the terrain, cloud, haze
and poor visibility. Remember, when at
altitude there will be more daylight and
as you descend you may find it may
become uncomfortably very dark. Plan
your flight so that you have enough light
to survey a suitable paddock with a
clear approach in sufficient light. For a
sailplane to launch, it must take place
after first light and be carried out in
conditions meeting the VFR

requirements. You may be interested to
hear that the IFR minima for an IFR
aircraft to take off are 2,000 ft visibility
horizontal and 300 ft cloud base.
Be mindful that a sailplane and a
motor glider stand out to other aviators,
including regional airline pilots that fly in
the same airspace. An LSA aircraft doing
the wrong thing is just an aircraft. A
sailplane or motor glider pilot operating
in contravention to the rules and
requirements places pressure on those
GFA representatives who work very hard
to keep sport flying and gliding
privileges intact. We enjoy not being
required to have an operating
transponder unit and we would like to
keep this privilege until the year 2020.
Therefore, we must be seen to operate
professionally while in airspace and use
our radios in a safe and compliant
manner.
Please comply with the rules, display
good airmanship, be safe and enjoy your
sport.
GA
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Uvalde: view from the cockpit
by bRUce TAyLoR
ImAgeS by AnITA TAyLoR

Jenne Goldsmith
WIG Week at Gawler was a great experience. Meeting
up with women I have met from previous events plus a
couple I had not met before was fantastic – all of them
inspirational and adding greatly to the pleasure of
sharing this wonderful sport together. Over the eight
days we were able to fly every day, for me almost 20
hours of flying, with stimulating lectures, good weather
briefings and advice about the airspace requirements
preceding the flying. Oh! The airspace! I have never
flown anywhere with such complicated airspace
limitations. Bacchus Marsh is a picnic. Never mind, we
were led through that minefield patiently and were able
to take to the air with confidence that we were fully
aware of the airspace limitations of the day, which
changed daily, whenever we flew.
I enjoyed flying the DG1000 on a site check with
Michael Bullock - very nice! - but as always it is the
cross-country flying from a site which is most memorable.
Although we didn't get any of the outstanding South
Australian weather that we hear of, we were able to
explore a bit. I went furthest on a day when Leonie Furze
and Matthew Scutter were on a lead-and-follow coaching
flight. Blue thermals up to 7,800ft AMSL took our Ka6E
and me up to Eudunda. Chat from Leonie, Matthew and
others further north was not encouraging, so the wimp in
me made me turn and run along above the ridge top to
Truro, enjoying good air and the view. Stonefield, with its
huge hangar, was clearly in sight. Tempting though it
was to head out that way, I went for home instead,
mindful of warnings that the sea breeze coming into
Gawler would bring an early end to the day. After having
far too close a look at Greenock, I had a good run with
some of the strongest thermals of the day keeping me
exploring the confines of the airspace limits for 163km
all up before landing.
The relatively early finishes to the day were actually
rather nice in that the glider was tucked away early,
dinner was at a reasonable hour and we could enjoy an
evening debrief and social without getting overly tired.
The hospitality offered by ASC members was outstanding.
Special thanks to Michael Scutter who organised lectures,
briefings and wonderful meals, Mandy and Peter Temple
who kindly invited us all to their beautiful home in the
hills for a delicious dinner followed by a revealing lecture
on flight analysis given by Matthew Scutter. I learned a
heap from all those who so generously shared their
knowledge with us in the very informative series of
lectures we received – Bernard Eckey, Terry Cubley,
Andrew Wright, Darrell, Ingham, Mandy Temple and
Michael and Matthew Scutter. Thank you all.

Jo Wooler
Thanks to the Adelaide Soaring Club for hosting WIG for
2013 and of course 'chef Michell's' fabulous cooking. It was
a pleasure staying in your comfortable bunkhouse, flying in
your awesome airspace and meeting lots of your friendly
members. Big thanks again to Michael for making the week
happen even when it seemed it wouldn't. His efforts to pull
together the line up of presentations, instructors, coaches
and volunteers to help throughout the week is
commendable, thank you to all who contributed.

As well as the totally new gliders coming, there would be
the EB 28s and 29s, which had been flying only a few years
and were relatively unknown outside of Europe. These gliders
were designed by Walter Binder in Germany and, particularly
with Michael Sommer in the cockpit, had seen great success.
They were to come with short outer panels in a bid to keep
the wingloading high enough because, when flying at the
open class limit of 850kg, they were a touch less highly
loaded than the other contenders.
Of course, some of the ‘old’ open class gliders, such as the
ASW22s and the Nimbus 4s were there as well, all at 850 kg,
but with a much bigger wing, lighter loading again and
technology dating back to the very early ‘80s. So, the open
class was shaping up to be an interesting battle indeed. All the
new gliders were here in this class and because it was a world
comp, some very accomplished names were on the entry list.

I enjoyed the insight I received from Franks 'use of
oxygen' talk and the 'task setting' talk by Terry Cubley, in
particular the mathematics of it all. Michael's positively
presented and very informative morning weather forecast
along with his boundary familiarization was much
appreciated each day. Mandy's 'stress free soaring' talk
was extremely helpful and I appreciated Darrell's
informative 'human factor's' presentation. Andrew threw in
a fascinating impromptu talk on 'flight planning using a
sounding graph' and among the many talks that Bernard
presented through the week, his 'getting into the right
frame of mind' really stood out for me.
My favourite slide in that presentation covered the three
simplified zones of 'frame of mind'.
1. Comfort zone - too much confidence.
2. Learning zone - a good mix of confidence and healthy
precaution to enable to you to progressively increase your
level of skill in our sport in a safe manner.
3. Too much fear for learning here zone - no confidence.
We looked at too much confidence and too much fear
and discussed how both can be dangerous in gliding and,
indeed, in life! It's interesting to note that all present for
this talk agreed that none of us had ever come across a
female glider pilot with too much confidence.
The week taught me a couple of valuable lessons,
which I will share in the hope that they will help fellow
glider pilots in the future.
In regards to the 'confidence' situation, it is important to
remain secure in your confidence with your flying ability.
Sometimes well-meaning people can seriously undermine
your confidence as a glider pilot, knowingly or unknowingly.
If you ever feel this to be the case speak up straight away,
initially to the person involved, and if you feel this doesn't
resolve the situation, talk to someone else with the person
involved present.
If you are assisting someone to handle their open class
glider and are inexperienced in this, always make sure you
have at least three people to ensure the protection of the
glider and surrounding objects. If you suggest you go and
get another helper to handle their glider and they say 'no,
no we can do it', tell them you will not help them without a
third person. If you don't assert yourself on this, you may
find yourself in a situation where the owner of the glider
will make you feel totally or even partially responsible for
any damage that may occur.
Having been a member of the Caboolture Gliding Club
since 2005, a lot of my flying has been congested with
traffic restrictions. I find this a great arena to develop
adequate lookout and multitasking skills. Over the years I
have attended WIG weeks in Darling Downs and Narromine
which have enabled me to stretch my wings and develop
my cross country skills. Although I was unable to reach my
goal to obtain my Silver C certificate at this year's WIG
week, I was most pleased to be awarded the 'most
meritorious flight' trophy for recognition of my skilful flying
of the Grob 102 once I converted - thanks!
WIG week is a wonderful opportunity to get together
with like minded women to support and encourage each
other to grow at their own pace in our sport. You don't even
have to fly, you can come along to the week to enjoy each
other's company and get involved. I look forward to
meeting fellow Women In Gliding at our next WIG week.
.
☛ continued over page
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about the new glider. As time went on this became more
difficult, as rumours from all over the world were rife about
its existence. By the time it was on the boat and headed for
the USA, that cat had most of its paws out of the bag!

7/8/2013 1:51:11 PM

Two advaNTages

Normally I jump at the chance to scribe a ripping yarn, but to tell the tale of Texas in
2012 has left me slightly befuddled and short of starting ideas. It was a time of great
emotion, of highs and lows.
ABOVE: Bruce climbs
into his new 21m
JS1C for the first
time at Greater
Houston SC.

We often joked about the enormous time that we were putting
into preparation for the 2012 World championships, so much
so that a few of us referred to the return of our normal life as
AU… After Uvalde. Here was our big chance; the weather was
something we understood, fast flying was our forte, we were
used to high temperatures and the resulting physical demands,
and we had done well during the pre-world competition. Add
to this the fact that it was to be held outside the usual
European borders where the hot-shots were so comfortable –
everybody not from the USA would have to ship a glider or fly
something borrowed that was slightly unfamiliar. Why not
give it everything we had? And 21 years ago, wasn’t it Brad
who had won at this site?
We flew every competition that we could find; we practiced
as often as possible to stay current right up to the beginning
of the event, and we considered all the options of gliders to
take. I had been selected in the 18m class to fly with David
Jansen, and the choice was whether to fly the ASG29 or the
JS1. I borrowed a ’29 for the pre-worlds. It turned out to be a
really good one and was available again for this year, but I
had some close ties with the Jonkers factory, and they were
trying hard to get me to use a JS1. What to do?

New js1c
Then early this year, our selected Open Class pilots both
pulled out of the team. I was allowed in on a secret
development from South Africa, which was to be a 21 metre
version of the JS1, with an enticingly high wing loading. I had
decided to sell my JS1B to buy a JS1C, as it was to be called,
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which would have the option of both wingspans. We
confirmed that my particular glider would be ready in time to
ship directly to Texas for the worlds and I was now faced with
a dilemma. A place in the Open Class was available for me,
and Tom Claffey and Brad Edwards were now in the team.
I want to thank Tom for his understanding through this
period. As I had a higher selection position than he did, and
he had arranged an ASG29 to fly, I was given the choice of
whichever class I preferred, and Tom would go to the other
class, and Brad was offered a position in the Open Class. As
time went on, we heard that the factory planned to build four
of the new type in time for Uvalde, two for the South Africans,
one for me, and one… spare! With an enormous amount of
shuffling and dealing, we got hold of the spare one for Brad.
This sealed my decision to fly the Open Class, as I was very
keen to fly together with Brad. It had worked so well during
the pre-worlds that it was worth doing again. I also need to
thank Todd Clarke, the Aussie JS agent, and Leo BennettiLonghini, Todd’s US counterpart, for all the time and effort
they put in to help make this happen.

As far as the flying went, Brad and I felt that we had two
advantages over most of the competitors. First, we are very
used to flying fast. The rhythm that comes with flying long,
fast tasks is something the Europeans in particular do not
often get to practice. Second was our experience with flying
in blue weather. We see a lot of cloudless skies here in
Australia, and over time we have become very comfortable
and confident flying in those conditions. History said that
Uvalde did not experience many blue days, but during the
pre-worlds the weather was blue about half the time, and
then in the practice period this year we flew a lot of blue days.
It was obvious to us during this weather that the majority of
pilots were very uncomfortable in these conditions, and would
only travel with plenty of company. Their start tactics were
heavily biased toward leaving with the biggest crowd, whereas
we could travel as a pair and work very efficiently. Brad in
particular is a master in the blue, and he would burst out of
the start gate flying like a man possessed. I would try to come
alongside and do something useful, but after 30 or 40km I

usually found it easier to just sit behind and follow in awe!
Then if we got low I could come out next to him and help.
At the end of the practice period we felt good about our
flying. There had been some really difficult weather but we
were managing it well and flying with great confidence, and
from what we had seen we were as ready as anyone for the
show to begin. We both took a couple of days off towards the
end of the last practice week to rest, as the high temperatures
and humidity take their toll if you don’t allow some time to
recuperate.
Our team was operating incredibly well together. Everyone
was getting on, everyone was pulling their weight, and if
there were any issues that might have caused trouble, then
they were kept quiet and dealt with in such a manner that
kept the interests of the entire group at the fore. Terry and
Mandy did such a good job of managing the team. I would
have to say that it was the best and most supportive group I
have had the pleasure of working with. And among all those
people we had Alex Wallis, who came as a specialist
instrument and electronics whiz. Alex also looked after the
weather for us, and as the time went on we came to trust him
more and more. We had taken the trouble to install an
excellent antenna on the end of a new Icom base station
radio, and this meant that we could get constant weather and
tactical updates even when out about 150 km from home.
This information was extremely valuable.

so, whaT happeNed
wheN The flag fell?
One thing that didn’t happen was blue weather. There were
short periods during some flights when the clouds
disappeared, but basically we had cus for the whole contest.
Strike one!
For the first week the conditions were different to any that
we had experienced at Uvalde before. Despite flying at
continuously very high speeds and over long tasks, the
conditions were to my mind rather more European than
Texan. The thermals were very bubbly and the clouds
unreliable. It was more often than not the case that flying
under another climbing glider, or under a promising cu,
resulted in finding nothing at all. The other issue was, for me

☛
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LEFT: Brad
Edwards was at
Uvalde with his
son Marcus (left)
and good friend
Wayne Yeomans.

Was this a risk, to fly a new glider with very little time
before the competition began? I consoled myself knowing that
the Quintus drivers would be in the same position, along with
Dick Butler in his super creation, the Concordia. I figured that
the 21 metre tips could not be too different to the 18 metre
ones, which I discovered to be slightly off the mark, but more
about that later. We continued our practice, and I managed to
sell my much-loved 18 metre JS1, just in time to pay for the
new one. Now all we had to do was keep the cat in the bag
GLIDING AUSTRALIA www.soaring.org.au 29
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Landing back first on the first day of the
Worlds felt pretty damn good...
others had already begun the ‘game’ and were hanging back
at the start. For us, the flight went well. I managed to find
some good climbs and pulled away from the crowd even
further, and despite having to work very hard in these difficult
thermals, I felt like I was having a good run.
Alex continually sent updates on the conditions, and the
storms were indeed brewing as forecast. The 18 m class had to
get through one shower early, and it was becoming obvious
that we would have some tough decisions to make at our last
turnpoint. The major overdevelopment was happening between
our last turn and Uvalde, and it was growing rapidly. As I flew
towards the last turn I was sure I was well ahead, which helped
me not to rush any decisions. With only a small deviation, I
flew to some good clouds on the edge of the storm outflow and
initially found absolutely nothing! I was just about to turn left
and continue around the edge when something made me poke
my nose slightly further to the right, and there it was. Eight to
nine knots took me quickly to cloudbase, and my computer said
that I - only just! - had a glide home through what was looking
to be completely dead air.

TOP: Typical task
spider web.

anyway, that it was difficult to get good glides in this air.
Normally Uvalde has sensational streeting and lines of lift, but
during this time it felt that as soon as you left a climb the air
became very sinky, and soon you were looking for another one.

good sTarT
The first day brought a fantastic result for both Brad and
me. The forecast was for storms later in the afternoon, right
over the latter part of our task, and we also knew that part of
our task was set through a particularly weak area of which we
had come to be very wary. We both felt that we needed to be
really conservative this day, and decided to leave early. We did
exactly that, and were interested to see that many of the
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Off we went. I steered directly for the turn, flying at a
conservative speed, as past experience said that if there were
storms around, then there was a high probability of some bad
air somewhere on the glide home. This part of the flight went
as planned, and the numbers stayed in my favour until I went
around the last turn and headed home. At this point I
considered deviating back towards where I had come. Maybe
I could reach the clouds for a top up, but at the least I knew
the air was OK back that way. After a while it became obvious
that the clouds had drifted well out of range, so I basically
turned directly for home, and attempted to best manage my
height from where I was.
At this point I believed that I had a slight tailwind
component, with the outflow from the storm coming from
behind on my left, and with such a long, straight glide my
computer had not updated the wind for that time. But the
numbers started to get worse, with a run through some bad
air. Down the road a bit, about 30 km from home, I thought
there was some buoyant air, so with my imagined tailwind, all
I needed to do was maintain height and I was effectively

gaining ground. I did a couple of careful turns and the
computer immediately updated the wind to say that I actually
had a headwind home. I wasn’t really climbing and so was
losing ground – stop turning now! I pointed the nose for
home. My altitude calculation was set to clear our 3km finish
ring, which had a height limit. As of now I wasn’t going to
make the limit, though I could still reach the airfield safely.
There was a penalty dependant on how many feet you missed
the required height, but there was nothing to be done. I was
still leading the way home – nobody else was back. As I slid
towards the finish, I was about 100 feet short, then as if by
magic, in the last half kilometre I hit a bubble. I slowed as
deftly as I could, and saw the finish line go past just as I made
up the height deficit. Fantastic!
Landing back first on the first day of the Worlds felt pretty
damn good, especially on such a difficult task. As it transpired
the eventual winner, Laurent Aboulin from France, flew
directly home from the last turn and beat me by half a
kilometre per hour. My deviation had cost me that small
amount. Brad scraped home by a whisker, but couldn’t make
the finish height, and was the last one to get back to Uvalde.

Two-thirds of the field had outlanded in the open class, and
we were well pleased with our day. A nice sideline was that
our ‘little’ 21 metre JS1s had managed to glide with all the big
wings in a slow, best L/D glide. Of nine finishers, four were
JS1s.

ABOVE: Bruce
appreciated the
efforts of his son
Stuart and
Geoff Simm, the
'Super Crew'.

firsT week
The rest of the first competition week went well for me. The
weather continued to be bubbly, with fast cycling, and I
struggled to find a good rhythm. On some days, we would have
long periods of the flight when we couldn’t find good climbs
and stay high. It was frustrating, but we just had to keep doing
the best we could. Terry was constantly pointing out that we
were starting slightly early and giving away a few points each
day, and our competitors were apparently finding better air and
staying higher. I worked really hard this week, and despite
some problems I finished the first seven days in second place,
having been as close as 12 points away from first. However,
there were a number of chasers not too far behind, so we
enjoyed a day of tubing on the Frio River to relax and regroup.
☛
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DAvID jAnSen'S UvALDe
After being fortunate enough to be selected to
represent Australia at Uvalde in 2012 I shipped
the glider over in May and began practicing at

It was amazing to fly alongside a Quintus
and an EB 29 and see that three comparatively
different approaches to design all appeared
to run along together....

The Concordia, the
new Open Class glider,
was designed and built
as a one-off project by
Dick Butler, Gerhard
Waibel designer of the
ASW 20, and Dr Loek
Boermans. The
Concordia flew for the
first time in May 2012,
when Dick finished in 7th
place at the WGC.

the site in early July in preparation for the
contest proper in August.
All the teams of the world were hosted by
various businesses from Uvalde. The Australian
team's host was Roadrunner Energy, a propane
distributor, and the owner Annell Dorris.
Annell also kindly offered her home as
accommodation for me last year and this year
that included my crew Greg Jackson and my
mother and daughter. It really was an Aussie invasion for her
and her family, all of which they handled with fantastic
friendship and grace.
No ASG29s were available for hire in the USA so that
shipping was my only option. Because this was going to be so
expensive, the only viable choice I saw was to get the glider
there early and then to get a good amount of air time so as to
in some way justify the costs. All up, I flew more than 60
hours prior to the competition, which allowed me to fully
explore the whole task area in my own time with no pressure.
The advantages of having my own machine included
familiarity with all aspects of the glider and instrumentation
as well as total control of its use. This is definitely the

We couldn’t change the weather, so we had to keep working
with whatever came along, but there were a couple of good
things to come out of that first week. Our JS1s seemed to be
right up to speed performance-wise. It was amazing to fly
alongside a Quintus and an EB 29 and see that three
comparatively different approaches to design all appeared to
run along together. I got to see a lot of Laurent Aboulin and
Michael Sommer, and really enjoyed flying with them. There is
a chapter in George Moffat’s Winning on the Wind called 'Low
Loss Flying' and these guys must have read it sometime! They
appeared to make very few of the small errors that many other
pilots make, and thus ever-so-slowly gain ground on the rest of
the crowd. To fly with them is a great exercise in concentration,
because if you fail to pay attention for a second, they gain a few
feet on you, and don’t often give it back!
The second good thing was that things really hadn’t been
running our way, but we were still up the front of the pack.
Laurent was flying well, but I had been in front of him on
three of the seven days, so he was not unbeatable, and to be
in front looking behind is a difficult place from which to fly.

preferred option at this level of competition.
From a flying perspective, Uvalde offered good but not
great weather. It was slightly atypical in that we didn’t see
much of the 'classic' Uvalde day. These normally start with a
moist marine layer overcast at around 2,500ft which breaks
up around 10:00 and then with rising temperatures and a
constant SE stream forms streets that run forever, sometimes
10,000ft high. This year there was only one day that started
like this with the rest mainly blue in the morning and
developing in typical Australian fashion later in the day.
The competition started well enough for me. However, it
soon became clear that unless you played the start and
gaggle game really well then your chances were limited.
Typically, on a racing task day you were either in the 'right
gaggle' or the wrong one. Generally the 18m class consisted
of two gaggles and the winning gaggle might consist of as
many as 20 gliders who all achieved 900+ points for the day.
You only needed to be a couple of kph off the pace to move
from the top five places to the bottom five places.
There was only one day when flying alone worked for me
and I had a day win. I left early, arrived back first and didn’t
see another glider all day. The day started with cumulus and
then went to blue with a stronger than usual breeze. It was
great just to be out there doing my own thing.
My wife was unable to attend this competition due to family
matters back in Scotland so Greg Jackson from Adelaide
bravely volunteered to step up to the job as crew, and what a
great job he did. I’ve never had a full service crew before.
That’s when you get to sleep in and after briefing just get into
the cleaned and ballasted glider waiting for you on the
runway. Thanks, Greg.
Overall it was an expensive but enjoyable experience and if
you ever get the opportunity to compete at a world level
event – go for it. Safe flying.
DAvID jAnSen
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secoNd week
Unfortunately the second week didn’t go so well for me.
There were going to be six more days flying, and the first
three of those were OK, though frustrating in a number of
ways. The weather continued to throw up challenges. We had
some storms, and more of the same ‘pulsing’ thermals to keep
us guessing. One of these days was really interesting and gave
us a bit of everything. Due to some wave at the start, many of
us were high at first, followed by a long glide through a blue
hole to the next convection, then another long glide to where
a lot of us came together. The gaggle was very busy here, and
some of the guys were getting a bit pushy. I had a very close
encounter with one of the Brits, which made me feel like I
wanted to go and fly on my own, but that was impossible.
On the second leg the sky was overdeveloped, and with lots
of moisture around many clouds were not working. Despite
this we bored along at quite high speed as the convection was
deep, and all the company helped to find the odd good climb.
Ahead we could see a big storm brewing right next to our
second turn, and Alex assured us that it was soon to swallow
that turnpoint. I was close to Oscar Goudriaan, who might
well be the best storm pilot in the world, so I figured he
should be good company! As we ran closer to the turn, it
looked like we might just get in and out before the really
exciting stuff started. As we found the edge of the gust front,
I pushed on slightly ahead of the others and found a nice
steady 9 or 10 knots, and in the murk I was almost invisible,
so didn’t have any company. Rolling out to get to the turn at
cloudbase met with a wall of rain – nothing to do but keep on
going, watching the track on the ClearNav screen. Fortunately
we didn’t get any sink; we were just early enough to miss it.
Around the turn and out, still at cloudbase, I needed to glide
for a while before I could see where to go next.
Two options presented themselves. Ahead there was a line of
overdevelopment running across our track. Straight ahead was

a softer-looking area in that line, followed by some cus in the
background, and to the left there was a nice storm just
brewing, also with some cus further out on track. I chose the
left option, and later I discovered that the gaggle went straight
ahead. I flew fast to the storm, found a nice strong climb, and
generally felt that I was a pretty smart guy. Everything was set
up for a good run from here on towards the south.
From there I had a glide that went on, and on, and on… As
I progressed I swapped notes with Brad, who was with the
gaggle that had gone right of my track. He was travelling
gently, but the run was OK with a couple of decent climbs. I
arrived next to the first of our three southern turnpoints
below 1,000ft, and feeling pretty unhappy. I hadn’t hit a bump
since the storm, and had decided to dump about a half of my
ballast, but thank heavens, here was something. I watched the
townsfolk walking in and out of the supermarket while I
dragged my backside up off the ground, ever-so-slowly. The
gaggle went over the top, a couple of thousand feet above me.
I had no idea what had happened in my glide, apart from the
fact that I’d gone the wrong way!
I had another 200-odd kilometres of task distance to go, and
I needed to finish with all those guys who had just gone past.
However, they were in a group of a dozen or so of the best
pilots in the class, and I was all alone. I had dumped a fair load
of water, and the conditions said we would be cruising much
more slowly than normal. How would my little wings hold up
against all the longer spans in this situation? There were only
going to be 3kt climbs around at best, mostly going to 3-4,000
feet AGL. After the turn they followed a faint line of cloud way
right of track. My best guess was that it might have been a
better line than the direct one, but it was a long way off track
and so gave a big penalty in distance. Plus the direct track gave
me a better alignment with the wind and would help me work
any streets more efficiently. I gritted my teeth and set off – I
WAS going to catch that gaggle.
The first climb was about 2kts, and I needed to use a bit of
it. Then the next one was a steady 4kts, and the next one after
that. I worked so hard at the glides, and managed to get some
good air between the climbs. I could see the gaggle glinting in
the sun… was I catching up? I allowed myself the luxury of
thinking so. Then out of nowhere I found a 5 knotter which
took me as high as I’d been for the last two hours. Now I WAS
catching up, and as the crowd left the next turn I was close

enough to use them. Each time they stopped I could slide in
underneath and use their thermal unhindered by the traffic
that was whirling around above me. Then I missed one of
their climbs… nothing underneath them. I only swore a little!
I headed off on my own. I had to, otherwise I was losing
hard-won ground again. I tracked straight for a bit of a hazedome left of track and thanked the thermal gods when I
found a nice 4kt climb, which I worked like it was the last one
in the world. Then they arrived, at my level! I took a long
drink, and imagined it was Champagne.
The rest of the flight was not terribly noteworthy. There
were times when we did the gaggle thing and used thermals
that were almost not going up, and nobody would lead out.
This drives me nuts, but having caught the crowd, I knew that
I had to fly home with them, or else Anita would quite simply
have slit my throat! I saw Oscar tire of this behaviour and
head off on his own, and I did so want to go with him. In the
end he won, and I was very happy for him. Oscar is a super
guy, flies his own race always, and I have lots of time for pilots
who are happy to do that. I came home with the gang, and
got good average points, but I was slightly rattled by what
had gone on. The good aspect of the day was that the JS1
flew right alongside all the big wings, with less ballast and at
relatively low cruising speed.
Three days from the end, Brad and I had a bit of a disaster.
We planned to start together each day, and today was going to
be another fairly big task. It was a four hour AAT, which
meant somewhere between 650 and 700 km. The forecast
said blue, and some of the task was to be through our least
favourite slow area out to the east. We decided that 2:30 to
2:45 was a good time to leave, discussed some ways to avoid
the crappy bits as best we could, and set about our
preparations. Basically it never worked out like that.
Separately both of us got low while looking around up the
first leg pre-start, then Brad got low when we were trying to
meet up to start… then I got low when he was high… I
wanted to go as it was now 3pm, and we started far enough
apart that we were out of touch with each other. I started low
and then had a terrible run, so that we were then completely
separated.
From there it got worse! I flew down to about 1,200ft on
two occasions, fell way behind the crowd despite turning the
first area really short to try and maintain contact.

☛

continued over page
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Some cus popped, and the rest of the task did have a
scattering of clouds, though I never made much sense of
them. I had turned my radio off while I was very low earlier,
and could not for the life of me get it to fire up again. One
poor Italian guy decided to follow me, and I felt sad for him
that he had chosen today to make that hideous mistake. My
flight was one I will remember painfully for a long time, but
would certainly prefer not to. Heading north up to the third
turn area (of four) I seriously considered whether I was going
to get home before the sun went down. The sums were
beginning to not add up, and I hadn’t seen anyone else for
some hours now. I just touched each of the areas, and kept
dribbling along feeling pretty sorry for myself. As I neared the
final turn I was surprised to see that some other gliders were
in view. With renewed hope I flew home with them, but in my
heart I knew the reality. It had been a shocker!
The competition finished much as it had been for the whole
two weeks. The second-last day was the most normal Uvalde
weather we had seen, with some long, strong, fast streets, but I
managed to have a little slow spot in the middle when a
particular piece of sky would not deliver all that it promised. The
final day was beset with cirrus bands that stopped the heating for
a number of periods both pre-start and during the task, and I
didn’t quite manage to get in sync with what was happening.
Neither of these days was terrible for me, but I finished with a
level of frustration about just not quite getting my stuff together.
And these guys are all so good, that such small margins simply
leave you bouncing around in the flotsam.

which glider was The besT?
The open class gliders provided constant interest. Which
one was really the best? We never got to fly much with the
Concordia, but various reports said it was impressive. The
Quintus and the EB 29 were great competitors, and of course
were flown by the first two place-getters. Brad and I
compared notes on what we had seen each day, and it was
difficult to decide on the differences. Some days we imagined
the longer wings might be giving a small advantage, then the
next day we would see otherwise. Suffice to say that the JS1C
was not the determining factor in our results. It is delightful
to fly, with even nicer feel than the 18 metre version, which
really does say something. The shape is a nicely proportioned
blend of aggression and beauty, and everyone commented on
how nice it looked. Earlier I commented on how I thought
that it would be like a big 18 metre version to fly, but in fact it
felt more like a crisp-handling open class glider. The extra

span gives the glider a deliberate momentum; particularly at
the very high wing-loadings of which it is capable (59 kg/
sqm). When fully ballasted, the outer wing panels are
completely full of water, and this weight adds to the roll and
yaw inertia, but despite this the glider retains great
manoeuvrability and has such a sweet feel. All these new
gliders have incredible performance. The only time I saw
anything doing better than us was when climbing with one of
the old ASW22s or Nimbus 4s, and with their light loading
and longer wings they could do slightly better than we could
in the climb. But as soon as we levelled out the old gliders fell
away at an amazing rate, and had usually disappeared behind
in just a couple of climbs and glides.
For the first time ever in Uvalde I had a real crew that did
all the pre-flight jobs for me, and I only had to walk over to
the glider, climb in and go play. Long-time friend Geoff Sim
and my eldest son Stuart looked after the shiny new JS1C like
it was their own, and they lived all my highs and lows
alongside me. I will forever remember the look on their faces
when I arrived home on the first day - we were all so excited
that I had come home to an empty field on such a difficult
day. They started the days at sunrise, even when they might
have had less than the recommended hours of sleep. Thank
you so much, guys!
And my wife Anita? We have spent the last couple of years
eating, drinking and living gliding like it was the only thing
that mattered, and in reality that is how it was. We saw
Uvalde as a huge opportunity, approached it headlong, and I
can’t repay Anita enough for her involvement in that. She was
my psychologist, my shoulder to cry on, she ate at least as
much overheated Texas dust as anyone, she washed clothes,
cooked for a multitude, and at the end of the day she came to
bed and consoled me while I lay, more often than not, in the
foetal position. She is my super woman. So many thanks.
What a time it was. Sixth place was not what I dreamed of,
but there were some great adventures enjoyed. We had a
fantastic team, we made the best result an Aussie team ever
has, and we met and enjoyed some of the best hospitality you
could imagine. Our host family, Rick and Elaine Lutton, were
simply the nicest, most generous people that you could ever
meet. They surrendered their home to all the Aussies. Seven
of us slept there, and very regularly the entire team ate dinner
there, used the pool, stole their tools, filled their shed full of
totally unwanted gliding paraphernalia, drank their beer and
drove their cars. Despite this they still supported our
endeavours and took a close interest in how we were all
doing. They introduced their friends to the Aussies and to
gliding, and most amazingly they looked to be still enjoying
the whole circus at the finish of it all. Along with Vicky
Cubley, who took it upon herself to manage feeding the whole
house and team, we shall remember them always for their
efforts and kindness.
The GFA membership all contribute funds for international
teams to go and do this, and while the expense of trekking
over the Pacific, getting a glider and crew there and surviving
the ordeal is vast, the funding contributes to this exercise. In
return I hope that the information and new techniques gained
by having those six pilots attend the competition are spread
far and wide among the gliding community. Competition at
this level is critical to our continued progress as a sport here
in Australia, and I would like to thank each and every one of
you for your contribution.
GA

Bunyan Wave Camp 2012
bY stuaRt FeRgusoN

The Canberra Gliding Club held its annual Bunyan Wave Camp late in September 2012. The timing
coincided with the spring equinox and a full moon. Some say a full moon increases the likelihood of
wave conditions at Bunyan. Others believe the equinox has an effect. Either way the end of September
has consistently turned on mountain wave conditions and 2012 did not disappoint.
The conditions on the opening Saturday morning of the camp

1 and No 2 applied:

were perfect for visitors to familiarise themselves with the

Rule No 1 = You have to be theRe

challenging Southern Highlands terrain and the Bunyan

Rule No 2 = You have to take a lauNch

airfield. Before we started flying, new club President Jon

Early Thursday afternoon we started to receive severe

Blacklock and the manager of the Cooma Visitors Centre

weather warnings associated with an approaching cold front.

welcomed us and provided our visitors with regional visitor

Sometimes these warnings overstate the conditions but

packs. They in turn were presented with Bunyan Wave Camp

looking at the constantly changing synoptic maps, this one

T-Shirts which they wore in the visitors centre. Following a

looked like it may deliver. We recommended that all pilots

press release from the tourist centre, the camp also attracted

de-rig and tie their trailers down and that Don Palmer in the

good local press coverage.

Southern Cross tug head home in front of the weather. At

Sunday's conditions looked promising and it was good to

approximately 5am on Friday we experienced some of the

hear pilots reporting as they made contact with mountain

wildest conditions ever seen at Bunyan. Wind gusts were so

wave conditions. The conditions were not strong enough to

strong and destructive they took the roof off the Bredbo Pub

break any altitude records but they were reliable enough for

20km to the north of the airfield. Fortunately were was no

the more experienced pilots to push forward to take flights

damage on the airfield. With most visitors packed up and poor

over the main range 60km away, which still had a good cover

conditions forecast for next couple of days, most took the

of snow. Flying 60km cross country in mountain wave

opportunity to depart early.

conditions is not like the same distance of flatland flying. In

Consequently, the end of camp dinner was also cancelled,

mountain wave conditions, pilots need to explore the sky

as well as plans to present the Allan Armistead Memorial

similarly to the way cavers explore a cave, searching and

Trophy and celebrate the Canberra Gliding Club’s 50th

discovering the way forward while keeping their escape

Anniversary and 30 years at Bunyan. Frank Johann from

routes open. For those less experienced in mountain wave

Adelaide won the Trophy with a height gain of 6,592ft, a flight

and wanting to stay closer to home, these were also perfect

that also qualified Frank for a 166km FAI Triangle.

conditions to learn in or consolidate.

Wave Camp T-shirts referred to earlier made their first

system had moved on and we were experiencing perfect

appearance in 2011. The front of these shirts follows

spring weather and wonderful thermal conditions, resulting in

convention with the usual what, where and when message -

some interesting cross country flights. One of the benefits of

it’s the back of the shirt that is special. In 2011 we used what

moving the camp from August to September several years

has become our club’s unofficial motto, “Rule No 1: you have

ago has been the fantastic spring thermal conditions between

to be there”. For 2012, we ran a competition attracting some

wave cycles. However everyone was keeping an eye on an

very interesting contributions. The winner was Adam Webb

approaching weather system that had the potential to turn on

who came up with “Bunyan Wave Camp…where the foehn

record breaking conditions. Because wave flights often launch

never stops!” While there are no prizes for winning, I am sure

at first light, we had weather briefing on Wednesday evening

we will run another competition for next year’s camp.

in anticipation of an early start, although the promising
conditions disappointed us in the end. Nevertheless, Rules No
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There was a second competition this year. The Bunyan

Conditions continued into Monday but by Tuesday this

The 2013 Bunyan Wave Camp is planned for 21 - 29
September, so remember Rule No. 1 and start planning now.

Ga
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hook into something after take-off at Keepit and I could count
on the fingers of one hand how often I had had to take a
re-light. but today was special. I reluctantly gave up, restarted
the motor over the strip, climbed to 6000' and headed northwest. There were some thermals on the other side of the
Kevin range but I was lower through the valleys than I have
ever been before and saw some impressive rock formations,
which I had hoped never to have to look up at. An ominous
start!

venture
venture to
to the
the glory
glory
woRdS by john cLARk
phoToS by geRALdIne cLARk And john cLARk

Ken Flower with Justin Smith and Michael Shirley with Ian
Roache were leaving from Narrabri and by the time I got to
the end of the Kaputars, the ASH 25 was at Mount Surprise,
some 30km behind. Ken ‘I've got a nice Limbach motor in
front’ Flower flew alongside Michael Shirley’s Grob 109
taking air to air pictures and was enjoying himself so much
that he suggested that Michael turn off the noise and try
soaring because, as he said, “The black paddocks are working."
Geraldine, driving the English Land Vehicle and towing the
trailer containing the bags and fuel, arrived late. The next day
Geraldine and Jo followed us, dodging roos, into Augathella.
Quite a big gathering showed up for the morning briefing,
held as usual in the local bakery and coffee shop. Regrettably,
Bob Ward and Steve Harris in one Ventus had to retire right
there because their glider’s engine extension motor had failed.

Challenging ConditionS
The weather to the south was looking extremely gloomy
and the promise of great soaring conditions on the way up
was beginning to fade. In fact, by mid-week, it was snowing
in many parts of the south with temperatures well below
normal. Still, there’s nothing like challenging conditions to
keep you awake!
We had challenging conditions on most days. There were
far CUs at times on two days but they only worked reliably on
one day. Every other day was blue. On most legs, we had
strong winds which kept our cross-country speeds down and
stirred up the thermals, so we got the promised 10kt
Queensland thermals but only for 50 per cent of the turn. The
other half was the legendary Queensland 12kts of sink.

I don’t know what makes glider pilots sign up for a 4,000km round trip like Lake Keepit Soaring
Club's Burketown Safari in October, but no shortage of them lined up for this year’s epic.
Many were flying touring motor gliders like Grob 109s and a
Motorfalke but there were at least four and a half selflaunchers intending to glide the whole way including an ASH
25, a DG-808 and two Ventus 2CMs. The ‘half’ was the
Steeme, which has a foot in both motor-glider camps.

Safari PerSonality
The last year’s safari went to Lake Eyre in central Australia
and by any standards was extremely successful. It comprised
3,000km round trip with some great soaring and memorable
times on the ground. Burketown offered all that and more 4,000km, some terrific central Queensland weather and the
chance for that most elusive of gliding events, the Morning
Glory.
It’s fairly normal for a lot of participants to fall by the
wayside before a safari but this time, only Dave Shorter
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dropped out at the last minute. The jet sustainer for his JS-1
had not been fitted, disappointing all of us. He was flying the
first test flights at the club on the day of our return.
It’s clear that you need a special sort of crew to succeed in
this type of event and all the two seaters matched the criteria.
One pilot needs to be a cheerful, outgoing optimist while the
other doesn’t, and normally isn’t. While the Safari’s Beloved
Leader Ian Barracough is undoubtedly an optimist, his partner
in the ASH 25, Geoff Sim, admits to having deep doubts about
the fact that the sun will rise tomorrow and would probably
take a bet on it if he knew you’d be around to pay up.
In a single seater, you need both personalities. Almost all
the great sailplane pilots I have listened too radiate confidence
and optimism, but for long distance flying in remote areas,
there has to be a voice of caution somewhere in the cockpit,
although Mr. Gloomy can’t shout too loud.

One notable day was the leg from Longreach to Cloncurry.
Tony Tabbart gave us the weather briefing at breakfast in the
local cafe - an increasingly strong headwind and high cloud
with overdevelopment and possible storms at the destination.

ambitiouS route
When you get into northwest Queensland, large distances
lie between suitable landing strips with towns big enough to
have a motel, so the route for the safari was
ambitious. We had a either a fast, four-day plan that
involved one leg of 570 km, and a slightly less quick
five-day plan, both designed to give us the best
chance of catching a few Morning Glories at
Burketown. Promises of temperatures in the high
30s and low 40s promised excellent soaring
conditions.
The plan for the first day was to meet a large
group of other pilots and gliders at St George, some
370km away from Keepit, including Macca and
David Julian from Byron in the Motorfalke, two Grob
109s, a Technam and a Supercub as well as a Ventus
or two joining us from Queensland.

We were all together until the Longreach-Cloncurry leg. I
hooked into something good on climb-out at Longreach and
shut the motor down early with barely a litre of petrol used.

☛

continued over page

MAIN PHOTO: John
Clark captured the
Morning Glory from
his DG-808.
LEFT: L-R, Ian
Roache, John Clark,
Ken Flower, Michael
Shirley, David Julian,
Ian McPhee, Ian
Barraclough and
Justin Smith at
Augathella.

From the start, I knew the first day was going to
be something special. It's not often that you fail to
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tabart's Glory
by Tony TAbART

After hearing stories and seeing photos of the Gulf of
Carpentaria Morning Glory, my interest was stirred to the
point where four years ago, as we were in our Lancair in
central west Queensland visiting friends, we decided to go to
Burketown to check it out. We were up at dawn for four
mornings to get the routine, but no Glory. From then, the
Morning Glory was on my bucket list.
So when Ian Barraclough invited us to join his 2012 selflaunching-glider safari, we jumped at the chance. It was a bit
of a rush to finish the C of A on the Ventus 2cM VH-VTT and
test fly before putting it in the trailer for the trip north to St
George, Queensland to meet up with the group, mainly from
Lake Keepit.
We launched out of St George for the first leg to Augathella.
There were three motor gliders in the group, who travelled
with the most confidence each day, three self launching
gliders and two powered planes. We flew to Burketown via
Longreach and Cloncurry, but due to weather we de-rigged
my glider and drove the final leg.
After quick re-rig that evening, we were ready for action the
next morning, although conditions did not look favourable for
a Morning Glory – dry south-easterly breeze instead of a moist
northerly, which brings in a layer of moisture from the Gulf.
Even though we were up well before dawn every morning,
conditions remained unlikely for a Glory for the next three
days. On the fourth morning, driving out to the aerodrome in
the dark, picking up some of the other crew, a pre-dawn Glory
went through like a mini-tornado, but it appeared to be dry.

Once on track, the cloudbase went up and up until I got a
boomer to 10,000ft and then another to 11,300ft. And then the
day turned to worms. I slid down to 4,500ft over the next 35
minutes without feeling anything worth turning in and then
down to 3,000ft before it dawned on me that the day had well
and truly changed. The excited chatter on the radio died.
BELOW: Geoff Sim Ian
Barraclough Ian McPhee
with the ASH 25

Fortunately the Beloved Leader called off the day’s task and
the self launchers turned back for Winton. The motor gliders
carried onwards to Cloncurry. Justin Smith in Ken’s 109 had

to rely on prefrontal lift to get high enough to glide into the
20-30kt headwind on the strip at Cloncurry.

determined not to be beaten by a pre-dawn Glory again, we
were up even earlier to be ready for launch at the first glimmer
of dawn. On arrival at the airfield we discovered a very heavy

Self launCherS
vS motor gliderS

dew layer on the wings, a good sign of a possible Glory.

So now the safari was divided into two parts. Those of us in
SLGs at Winton were Geoff and Ian in the ASH, Tony in the
Ventus, Paul and Keith in the Stemme and me in the DG, and
the rest were in their motor gliders up at Cloncurry.

A litany of errors made me rush my checks. On take-off and
just airborne, the brakes snapped open with a bang and in my
rush to slam them closed, I bumped the flaps to full negative,
putting me firmly back towards the ground. The over-centre of
the brakes was too heavy to allow me to close with one hand,

The weather was often cool and we wore jumpers at
breakfast time but at times it was incredibly hot and we
sweltered in our cockpits before take-off. The days continued
blue and with the inversion often topping out some days at a
solid 5,200ft and meagre 2kt average climbs for the day, and
it was hot and hard work low down. However the thermals
were mostly workable and fairly consistent. But if you
missed one, you absolutely had to get the next or you were
looking at outlanding opportunities in the form of deserted
farm strips or vast barren paddocks, and there were plenty
of them.

and I was too close to the ground to let the stick go and pull

Smartphone apps such as OzRunways are essential for the
gloomy glider pilot. Just when you are stressing about
whether you entered an airstrip’s coordinates correctly, you
tap the iPhone screen a couple of times and get a second
opinion on the bearing and distance.

Gulf, or any sign of the Glory.

Half the point of owning a self-launcher is to avoid
outlandings. It’s dinned into you from the start that your
motor is most likely to fail and you need to be always
prepared for an outlanding but since the motors almost
always do start, you never get the practice, so the prospect of
a real outlanding fills SLG pilots with terror.
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The last and final morning of our stay in Burketown,

☛

on flaps or close the brakes with two hands, so I had to persist
with the take-off at a higher speed.
Suddenly, at about 30ft, everything went black and I
realised that the outside of the canopy had fogged over.
Maintaining vision through the clear-vision panel, I could see
reflections in the river ahead of me, so started a gentle lefthand turn to get the aerodrome back in sight. At a safe
height, I was able to take my hands off the stick, lock brakes
and reset flaps. I continued my climb to the north-west in the
dawn gloom without being able to see the coastline of the
But as I climbed higher and gained more vertical visibility, a
grey monster appeared on my right. It appeared to be 40km
away and at that distance, looked stationary. At 2,500 ft I
turned towards it, and shut down the engine. At that point, I
could see that the cloud was moving towards me. Flying
straight at it from about 2km in front, everything went deathly
quiet, except the vario which started beeping in an
increasingly rapid tone, indicating strong lift. I was the only
one in the air, and I radioed back to the ground, “There is a

Tony Tabbart after flying his first Morning Glory.
At the top of the Glory, my height had reached about 4,000
ft, and I was met with a most incredible sight, but I was the
only one lucky enough to see it. The sun was just appearing
as a glowing red ball through a smoke haze. As it increased in
height, the glowing red rays of the sun reached the top of the
Glory and slowly descended down the back edge, the trailing
edge, until the whole of the back edge of the cloud was lit a
flaming red and appeared like burning water, tumbling down
over cobblestone rapids. It was the most amazing sight, but I
didn't have a camera!
Flying high above the cloud and heading north-west out to
sea, a secondary wave cloud became more evident and
appeared to be converging with the primary, perhaps
20-30km ahead of me. Conditions were still unusually smooth
and quiet, even for wave – not a bump.
Then at the convergence point between the primary and
secondary there appeared to be total cloud cover, with great
lumps of cloud being ripped upwards and illuminated by the
red morning sun. As I reached the convergence area, I felt the
first violent bumps of this turmoil, as if explosions were going
off underneath me. This was very different from any
turbulence I'd ever felt in gliding.
Not knowing how far out to sea I was, I cautiously turned
south-east to run back along the cloud. Pushing the speed up
to 130kts in smooth air and sliding down the front of the
cloud, still in unusual silence, I got to the point where the left
wing tip started to slice into the clean-cut cloud. It looked like
a knife slicing into thick whipped cream as it disappeared from
sight. The impression was of something so solid that I would
feel drag on that wing tip, and found myself pushing on the
right rudder to prevent it from dragging me in. But of course,
there was actually no change in resistance on the left tip.
I realised that the cloud had almost reached Burketown as I
could see over the leading edge, so continued further southeast for about 30km and then turned back. The cloud had
travelled quite a long way inland and over rough country to
the south of Escott Station. Not having arranged with Jo and
the trailer to go a long distance inland, I started to work out
how to get back over the top. Slowing down to 60 knots,
climbing above the cloud was easy. Diving off the trailing
edge, through heavy sink and across to the secondary was no
problem. After a short flight on the secondary, feeling quite
drained and tired with the adrenalin, I landed back at
Burketown after about 90 minutes in the air.

roll cloud.”

continued over page
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a lie in rather than getting up early in the
morning again.
It's difficult to sleep while knowing that things
are afoot and I was awake at 6am. Tony had
again launched early, very early, but then he is
instrument rated. I wandered outside and sure
enough, there on the horizon was an
unmistakable thin white line. I ran back to the
hut and yelled to Geraldine, "It's on!" pulled my
clothes on and ran for the strip. By the time I got
there, Ian and Geoff in the ASH and Macca were
just taking off. The Morning Glory was still some
distance away - now perhaps a hand's width
above the horizon.
I did a hasty DI and then taxied out to the piano
keys. I climbed to 2,000ft heading towards the
coast, shut down the engine and glided towards the
approaching cloud. It was not the biggest or
strongest of Morning Glories but it was there at last.
Long, wide and perfectly formed, a white cliff in the
sky, sparkling in the low sun as the air rippled over
the top as white as snow.

ABOVE: Juliet & Ian Ferguson, Jo Pocklington and Lynne Thompson under the Morning
Glory. Ian is 90 and ran the ASH 25 wing just before this picture was taken.
BELOW: Flying over croc infested rivers
BOTTOM: Following the main road.

outlanding in fnQ
Having driven on some of the FNQ roads, I would not
immediately choose to land on the bitumen because the
reflective markers either side of the road are metal, stiff and
quite closely spaced. It would have to be a nicely judged
landing to drop down over the top of one set of markers and
pull up before the next.
The dirt roads had no markers and though they were
probably rutted gravel, there were plenty to choose from and
at more varied angles to the wind. The fields were the least
inviting. You might land OK but it would take days for anyone
to drive to where you landed, only to discover that the
crocodiles had eaten you.
Once at Burketown, we had a chance to relax a little, at
least in the afternoons and learn about the Morning Glory.
The Morning Glory is an odd thing. The first half of the
problem is written on the can - morning. A good point about
gliding is that it is an afternoon occupation and you don't
need to get up any earlier than five minutes before briefing.
The other half of the problem is that because most of the day
is spent sitting around looking for things to do, the evenings
hang heavy. Since the pub burned down a few months ago,
Burketown has been a dry town.
The final point is that the Morning Glories are elusive, or
rather, they are more mystic than elusive. For at least 85 per
cent of the year they don't come. Then when they do come,
they are either invisible, early, in the wrong direction or
weaklings.
While waiting for a Morning Glory, the motor-glider boys
flew off to a local island for more grilled barra. They get
bored easily and need constant motion. Following on from
this, they decided that conditions were not favourable for a
Morning Glory and left while Tony Tabart was taking off
towards the rising sun, looking for one.

Waiting for glory
The rest of us decided stay another day. This would mean a
hard five day schedule on the return trip but I decided to have

It's not easy to take good pictures of the cloud
and I was, perhaps wrongly, more interested in
taking pictures than flying it. At one stage I felt a
vibration through the pedals and saw that I was
side slipping along the face at 100 knots or more
to keep the clear view panel in the right position
to take a picture.
Paul Thompson and Keith Dixon in the Stemme
had perhaps the longest flight at close to 300km.
Tony Tabbart picked the cloud up earliest, close
to the sea with the sunrise still below it and left it
shortly after it went over Burketown. Ian and
Geoff in the ASH 25 were seriously considering
taking the cloud all the way to Cloncurry but
their GPS was playing up so they returned to
Burketown. The cloud was a great event,
especially for Tony who really wanted to fly one
and landed with as close to an ear
to ear grin as a real Aussie country boy can
manage.

beating fiStS
So we got what we came for and left Burketown a few
hours later as very happy campers. As usual, it was rough. At
times, the thermals felt like someone beating their fists on the
undersurface of the wings, bumpy in the extreme and almost
impossible to centre. But there was little doubt that we would
make the distance.
This wasn’t the case for Geraldine and Michael Shirley in
that monarch of the road, the English Land Vehicle, which
spat the dummy at Burke & Wills Roadhouse. After some
talking with Roadside Assist it was decided to leave the car
and trailer and travel on to Cloncurry with Jo, stuffing all the
contents of our box trailer into Tony's glider trailer.
So now we were back to the ‘Old Firm’, the same three
gliders and mostly the same people who flew the Lake Eyre
safari the year before, a happy and relaxed bunch. Part of the
joy of this type of trip is the thrill of flying into new airstrips,
especially when they are either set so deep in trees that you
cannot see the runway from circuit-joining height or when the
☛
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TOP: Ken Flower and Justin Smith take off at dawn
in the Grob 109.
BOTTOM: ASH 25 with heat softened wings.

continued over page
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burketown safari

ABOVE: Ghost DI on DG-808 before flying Morning Glory.

StatiStiCS for Self-launCherS
There were 12 legs, six of which were around 350 km + one
flight on the Morning Glory for most of us.
The distance flown without motor was around 3,840km.
Engines were used for self launching and, apart from the first
leg to St George, were used on one or two legs as a relight.
Engines were also used occasionally within 5kms of the
destination to get enough height to see the strip or avoid
other traffic.
One day was unflyable due to bad weather. One day was lost
to car problems.

bush-fire smoke is so dense that you cannot see any strip from
10 km away or, best of all, where the cross strip is closed and
there’s a 24kt cross-wind. We had these joys on most days.

BELOW: Keith Dixon,
Paul and Lynne
Thompson, Ian
Barraclough, Geoff
Sim, Geraldine and
John Clark.

The most fun we had when taking off was at Winton on the
return leg. The wind was very strong, and things like tail
dollies blew away. Once the tie downs were removed, the
gliders spun in the wind and it was hard to stand up straight.
We opted for the cross strip. There are two strips at Winton.
One is tarmac and the other looks to have been made from
talcum powder covered with a thin layer of cornflakes. The
width of the strip between the cones is about 17.5 metres.
The DG wingspan is 18 metres, the ASH is 25 and the
Stemme is about 21.

We lined up with the ASH in front, followed by the DG and
finally the Stemme. We were as close to a set of cones as
possible to give the longest run-up before the next set. Paul T
ran the ASH wing and they took off OK but stayed at 100ft for
what seemed like 15 minutes, at least until they were over the
horizon. Then it was my go. Normally I don't use a wing runner
but this time, I got Paul to run the wing. Almost as soon as Paul
let go, a wing dropped, and it took what seemed a lifetime to
pick up before the next looming cone. This was a bit surprising
since the wind was strong enough to keep the wings level at a
stop. After that, the climb was a scratchy 200 to 300ft up until
I caught up the ASH in a thermal some miles ahead.

CroSSWind landing
With strong headwinds it is inevitable that sooner or later,
you’ll get a strong crosswind landing. At Mungindi, there is a
single bitumen strip with a closed-off cross strip. The wind
was blowing directly across the main strip when we arrived,
leaving no doubt about the strength of the wind. The Beloved
Leader decided to land diagonally touching down on the wide
gravel shoulders, running over the main bitumen strip and
pulling up before the bushes on the far side. Coming in
second, I did the approach as he suggested, side slipping like
mad, touched down between the lights at the edge of the
strip, bounced slightly and then squirrelled across the strip
and it was over. Paul T did a wonderful landing in the
Stemme, and it was amazing to see how far sideways the
plane went on its one slight skip.
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But we also had the fun of landing on huge strips suitable
for 747s. At Longreach, there’s a frisson of panic when you
look down and see a Jumbo in the parking area - until you
realise that it is part of the Qantas museum.

BELOW: Ian McPhee and David Julian take off in the Motorfalke.
BOTTOM: John Clark, Ian Barraclough, Geoff Sim and the ASH 25
before the storm at Mitchell.

Was this a great safari? Yes, it was another unforgettable
experience. There’s no doubt that having to get from A to B in
a day puts you in a different situation compared to the normal
club flying. Conditions can vary far more on a straight 350km
leg than on a triangle of the same distance and the experience
of different country and airstrips each day should make you a
better airman.
I think that there was a difference in emphasis for the two
groups. The motor gliders seemed mainly interested in flying
the Morning Glory, though on most days they had informal
competitions to see who used their engines the least. The selflaunchers were perhaps more interested in the journey as an
end in itself with the Morning Glory being the icing on the
cake. The motor-gliders managed to do the safari inside the
scheduled time while the self-launchers were two days adrift.

SurPriSing Stemme
It would be nice to boast that we’d flown to Burketown and
back on less than 25 litres of petrol. The DG actually did this,
but we were all followed by cars which used considerably
more fuel. The really hard yards on the safari were done by
the road crew - the long suffering and uncomplaining
Geraldine, Lynne and Jo. Heroines all!
For me, the surprise of the last two safaris has been the
Stemme. It’s both a proper sailplane and a proper motor
glider. There were days when Paul led us home because he
was able to fly more aggressively than we did. At other times
he decided that he’d had enough and cruise-climbed to
10,000ft and rode above the bumps.
All that being said, I would not swap either with my
DG-808. Its climb rate under engine or thermalling is
fantastic. Nor would I swap a single-seater for a two-seater in
spite of the obviously greater work load.
GA
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vintage gliding

Doctor HeyDon
WoRdS: PETER KILLMIER FRoM ThE AUSTRALIAn
GLIdInG MUSEUM nEWSLETTER

The author of this article, the late Mervyn Waghorn, was a member of the
Sydney Soaring Club. His story has been held in the Adelaide Soaring Club
Archive, and so far has not been published anywhere. The photographs have
also been supplied by the Archive. Neither the original source nor photographers
are known, but two of them are believed to have been taken what has been
described as the first interstate meet at Belmont Common in December 1939.
Doc Heydon was born in 1881 in Sydney, educated at
Downside (RC College) in England. He graduated in
Medicine from Sydney University in 1908, and practised
for a short time as a locum, but went to the War in 1915.
He was Medical Officer of the 19th Battalion, was at
Gallipoli and attached to the Engineers for a few weeks.
He was wounded at the evacuation of Gallipoli and
sent in September 1917, to the U.K. to recuperate. He
returned to France to become Medical Officer of the 8th
Battalion. He earned an MC, whilst serving with 8th
Battalion at Pozieres. Transferred to a Field Ambulance in
August 1918, and later to the Third Australian General
Hospital.
After the War Dr Heydon graduated in Arts at Cambridge
and in Philosophy at Oxford and then carried out the work
and passed the examinations to become a Fellow of the
Royal College of Surgeons. Hence, he was the possessor
of three University Degrees obtained at three Universities.
He started power flying at the age of 53 and shortly after
purchased a DH 60 (Gipsy 1 Moth).
One day in 1937, three years after he had started
power flying, he was flying up the South Coast towards
Sydney when he saw a glider soaring at Kiama. He landed

there in a most difficult field and found Martin Warner with
his Kite 1 and a Willow Wren (sailplane designed by
Corporal Manuel at Dunstable) that had been built by Phil
Hamilton. The rest of the gliding party consisted of Steve
Newbiggin, Harry Ryan and Alan Campbell. He became
most enthusiastic about gliding and asked Martin Warner
to build a Kite for him so that he could join the Group.
Martin built this machine, which was called Kite II, in a
short time and for the expenditure of only 600 man hours.
Martin Warner was a fantastic man, but that is another
story.
While Martin was building the Kite II, Dr Heydon flew
with Percy Pratt at Geelong in his two-seater and, after 22
circuits, was allowed to solo. He then came back and flew
Kite II under Martin Warner's guidance.
Dr Heydon and the group had many adventures in
those days. Dr Heydon in particular remembered one day
being forced to land in a small paddock at the bottom of a
hill at Kiama as a result of which he knocked out several
teeth on the cockpit coaming.
It was this group which progressively developed to what
later became the Sydney Soaring Club. They flew the Kite
I, using a mobile winch from many fields around Sydney

trying to seek suitable soaring
sites. They would meet early on a
Sunday morning and depending
upon the wind direction, decide
where they would go and try to
fly for that day.
In 1939, Dr Heydon imported
a Gull I from Slingsby and the
Club then flew it as well as Kite
II. At times, both gliders were
kept at Kiama in a shed and
bungee launched from the top of
the hill. The first winch was
simply a large drum bolted to the back wheel of a Willys
Overland car. Later, they developed a more advanced
mobile winch on the back of a truck.
The year beforehand, in 1938, the Group had
commenced aero towing, using the Kite II and Dr.
Heydon's Gipsy I Moth and it was about this time that the
Group officially changed its name to the Sydney Soaring
Club. The actual occasion was when Steve Newbiggin
and Martin Warner decided to attend a gliding meet in
Victoria with Gull I.
In Easter 1940, the Group first undertook some crosscountry flying in the New South Wales wheat belt. Dr.
Heydon flew 100 miles from Narromine to a point west of
Condobolin. This was the unofficial Australian record for
about five years. It is noteworthy that Dr. Heydon, and
other members of the Sydney Soaring Club at that time,
all completed flights exceeding the requirements of our
present day Silver C long before they had even heard of
such Certificates in Australia.
During the war, a little flying was done with the Gull I
and Kite at Narrabeen. The Gull I got broken by a visitor
from England and activities lapsed until 1944.
In 1945, the Sydney Soaring Club had a successful trip
to Parkes. Martin Warner flew 209 miles which stood as
the Australian distance record for some time. On that
occasion, Dr. Heydon made the longest cross-country
flight of his career in Gull I when he flew 158 miles from
Parkes to Tocumwal. On this occasion, he found himself
becoming very tired due to flying for a long time at great
heights and descended from nearly 8,000 ft, in order to
land. Had he not done so, it is likely that he would have

OPPOSITE: The Gull 1
ABOVE: Enthusiasts with the Willow Wren at Kiama in 1936. Phil
Hamilton is third from the right. Martin Warner is second from
the left. Mr Weir, owner of the property, is at the rear.
BELOW: From left: Golden Eagle, Grunau Baby, Kestrel, Kestrel,
Primary. The white Kestrel was owned by Andrew Balsillie, the
red one was Percy Pratt's.
flown a great deal further and his decision to land was one
he regretted for many years afterwards.
Dr Heydon finally stopped flying in 1954 when he was
73 years old. Apart from a short period during the war, he
had flown continuously from 1934. At the time of his
retirement, he had flown over 1,000 solo hours and. had
been endorsed for 26 types of aeroplane, ranging from
the tiny single seat DH53 to the twin-engined Monospar.
Dealing with his activities other than aviation, Dr.
Heydon returned to Australia in 1921, after carrying out
various medical and other courses at Oxford and
Cambridge post-war and joined the Commonwealth
Department of Health. He spent several years in New
Guinea, then a much more primitive country, mainly
stationed at Rabaul and later in 1935, transferred to the
School of Tropical Medicine which was started at
Townsville. In due course, the School of Tropical Medicine
was transferred to Sydney and Dr. Heydon stayed with it
until his retirement at the age of 65.
His task at the school was Parasitologist. Dr. Heydon
was a member of the Medical Research Council during the
war and was regarded as world authority on parasitic
worms and malaria.
GA
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comps & coaching

cross country coaching & comps
There are still several opportunities for cross country and coaching events yet to come
this season. Here is a round up of the competitions and coaching weeks planned
through February 2013.

gliding events

NarromiNe

Coaching with G Dale Lake Keepit
19 – 23 Nov 2012
Contact

NARROMINE CUP

24 - 30 November 2012
Open to all. Early cross country coaching
to 1,000klms.
Book now: arnie.hartley@gmail.com

Chris.Bowman@pcce.net
Ian Downes
kptsoaring@gmail.comu

www.narromineglidingclub.com
Narromine Cup this year will feature
coaching from G Dale, one of the best cross
country gliding coaches in the world. G is
employed at Lasham Gliding Club in the UK as
a coach and has been coaching each season
at Omarama with Gavin Wills for many years.
G will be providing coaching theory lectures
- not to be missed - and practical each day as
a part of the NSW GA coaching initiative set up
byBryan Hayhow for Cup Week. Narromine Gliding Club
will have two Duo Discus and a Grob Twin Astir available
for hire for one-on-one coaching.
G's coaching is provided at no cost to GFA members.
NSW StAtE ChAMPIONShIPS

1 - 8 December 2012

www.nswgc2012.com.au Narromine
Bathurst Soaring Club will run the Competition and the
Narromine Gliding Club will provide the infrastructure and
catering. Colin Turner is the Comp Director. Col has been
involved in the organisation of 9 comps, 8 as comp
director, and one as ops director.
20M 2 SEAtER NAtIONALS

22 – 31 January 2013
Narromine NSW

Waikerie
ORANGE WEEK

24 November - 1 December 2012

waikeriegliding.com/orangeweek
SOUth AUStRALIAN
StAtE ChAMPIONShIPS

27 December 2012 - 3 January 2013
Waikerie

waikeriegliding.com/2013statechamp
Lake keepit
Lake Keepit Soaring Club will be holding a coaching
week called Keepit Fast from Monday 19th to Saturday
24th November 2012. It serves as a complement to the
Keepit Regatta held in February and will focus on
developing cross country speed and competition
competitiveness. Principal coach will be G Dale. Bruce
Taylor and Brad Edwards have agreed to support him.
The charge per entrant will be $240. Participation will be

gFA CAlendAr
Use the 'Contact' function on
the header to send your news
item to the GFA Secretariat for
publishing online at
www.gfa.org.au

information check out the website at

www.JoeyGlide.com, the Facebook group,
or email Adam Webb on pres@ajgc.org.au.
Victorian State Comps - Bacchus
Marsh
8 – 15 Dec 2012
Contact details www.gliding.asn.au

www.waga.org.au
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
Waikerie
Thursday 27th December 2012 to
Thursday 3rd January 2013..

waikeriegliding.com/2013statechamp
BENALLA 60TH ANNAVERSARY
24 November 2012
Open to all. Including
cross country coaching with G Dale
Book now: arnie.hartley@gmail.com

www.narromineglidingclub.com

limited to 30. We have about 10 spaces left if other pilots
wish to enrol. All they need to do is let me know on Chris.
Bowman@pcce.net.
The next Keepit Regatta will be held from Sunday 24th
February to Saturday 2nd March 2013. This is a week of
cross country training, with entries restricted to 30 gliders.
Pilots fly AAT tasks together in pairs with early cross
country pilots matched with seasoned pros, and they
compete together as a team in a casual competition, either
in two gliders or in a twin.
JOEyGLIdE 2012

Lake Keepit, NSW
9 - 17 December 2012
JoeyGlide.com, the Facebook group, or email Adam
Webb on pres@ajgc.org.au.
JoeyGlide this year is being held at Lake Keepit Soaring
Club from 9th-16th December. As always it will consist of
the Australian Junior National Championships as well as a
two-seater coaching week. Both events are open to pilots
aged 25 or under, and are as much about having fun and
meeting like minded glider pilots of a similar age as they
are about competing and coaching. Entries are now open,
and we have 16 competitors and 4 coaches registered
already, we are on track for the biggest and best JoeyGlide
yet! For more information check out www.JoeyGlide.com,

or contact Adam Webb on pres@ajgc.org.au .
BeNaLLa
MULtICLASS NAtIONALS

7 - 18 January 2013
Hosted by the Gliding Club of Victoria at Benalla, Victoria.
Benalla is an excellent site offering flat land and hill/
mountain terrain. The competition is being held in the
best weather time period for the site so should bring
some excellent soaring conditions. The facilities of the
Gliding Club are the best in Australia so come and join us.
Details at: http://www.deltaone.id.au/BenallaMulti13/ or
contact the competition manager, John Switala, at
john.switala@ptp.com.au

NARROMINE CUP
24 - 30 November 2012
Open to all.
Book now: arnie.hartley@gmail.com

www.narromineglidingclub.com
Coaching with G Dale
Narromine
26 – 30 Nov 2012
Bryan Hayhow

gliders@highspeedflight.com.au
ORANGE WEEK - Waikerie
24 November - 1 December 2012.

waikeriegliding.com/orangeweek
NSW State Gliding
Championships 2012
Narromine
1 - 8 December, 2012 immediately
following the Narromine Cup Week.
Operations organised by the Bathurst
Soaring Club (Colin Turner - Comp.
Director). Facilities, catering and bar by
the Narromine Gliding Club.

www.nswgc2012.com.au
JoeyGlide 2012
Lake Keepit, NSW
9 - 17 December 2012
Entries for JoeyGlide 2012 are now open!
JoeyGlide includes both the Junior
National Championships and a coaching
week for newly solo pilots. For more

known already as the “friendly club” and
we expect this event to reinforce that
reputation.
We are keen to showcase our
refurbished clubhouse.
Our team of volunteers hopes that
you enjoy this event and we wish you all
a very successful experience.

Multiclass Nationals
Benalla January 7th-18th
January 2013 (inclusive) hosted by the
Gliding Club of Victoria at Benalla,
Victoria. Benalla is an excellent site
offering flat land and hill/mountain
terrain. The competition is being held in
the best weather time period for the site
so should mean some excellent soaring
conditions. The facilities of the Gliding
Club are the best in Australia so come
and join us. Details at: http://www.
deltaone.id.au/BenallaMulti13/ or
contact the competition manager, John
Switala, at john.switala@ptp.com.au

WAGA State Comps
Cunderdin Airfield
10 -18 January 2013
Practice days will be Tue/Wed 8/9th Jan.
WAGA offers you the opportunity to enter
your glider in a single class competition
called the WA Championship Class. The
eventual winner of this class will become
the WA State Gliding Champion for 2013.
The Championships will be a handicap
competition utilising AAT (Assigned Area
Task) and Run Task formats, which will
allow exciting and challenging tasking
suitable for a wide range of pilot
experience and glider types, as well
proven already in Nationals competition.
These formats cater for all pilots from
first-time entrants to experienced
competition pilots while ensuring that
the eventual winner will truly be the best
overall performing pilot in the
competition.
The Gliding Club of WA will be your
host club for the competition. We are well

20M Nationals
Narromine 22-31 January 2013
Please note the new dates for 20M
two seater Nationals at Narromine.
Change due to conflicting dates with
Joeyglide. The competition will be
held as a standalone competition
this year rather than as part of the
Club Class or Multi Class Nationals.
Dedicated webpage coming in th
eneantime check

narromineglidingclub.com.au
Women In Gliding Week
Gawler
19 – 26 Jan 2013
Women pilots all levels and SNAGS
Contact Ailsa McMillan

mcmillan107@gmail.com
Victorian Soaring Association
Cross Country Coaching Week
26 January – 1 February 2013
Horsham Airfield

www.horshamweek.org.au
2 Seater Coaching - Horsham
2 – 9 February 2013
Women pilots all levels and SNAGS
Contact
Ian Grant

ian.grant.gliding@gmail.com
VSA MOUNTAIN COACHING WEEK
@ MT BEAUTY
23 February – 2 March 2013
Mount Beauty

www.gliding.asn.au
ian.grant.gliding@gmail.com
Lake Keepit Regatta
24 February - 2 March 2013
Lake Keepit

Chris.Bowman@pcce.net

Club Scene is a place for you to share your club's achievements, events, developments and needs
with the gliding community. We welcome and encourage clubs to forward a few paragraphs for each
edition of the magazine to keep members informed of developments.
Please send your club news, long or short, to editor@soaring.org.au
Use this link www.soaring.org.au/ga to easily send pictures.
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classifieds

Serious collision avoidance. Easy and affordable

ClaSSified adVerTiSing
www.gfa.org.au
Please send classified advertisements with payment to: The Gliding
Federation of Australia - Classifieds
Level 1, 34 Somerton Road
Somerton VIC 3062.
Tel: 03 9303 7805 Fax: 03 9303 7960
Email: Assistant@sec.gfa.org.au
Once payment has been received, your ad will be placed on the GFA
website for a period of 1 month and published in the next edition of
Gliding Australia. For the current advertising charges, please go to
www. gfa.org.au and click Classifieds.
gliderS for Sale
Single SeaT SailplaneS
LS3 VH-DLJ serial number 3080, total
hours 1948 in good condition with new
form 2, C/W Cambridge LNAV and data
logger, Becker Radio, electric vario, Terra
Transponder, oxygen system and new
water ballast bags. Great de rigging, tow
out gear and wing walker. Trailer is old
but very serviceable with good tyres and
tows well with current Qld rego. $40,000
ONO Contact Cliff on 0405 450 881 or

c.hitch@bigpond.net.au .
Mosquito
VH-GQD
3000hrs,
winglets, Altair +B50,parachute, MH
oxygen, Xcom radio, FLARM, refinished in
polyurethane, ballast tanks professionally
sealed, fresh form II, clamshell trailer,
tow out gear, available Brisbane
$36,000.00. Contact: John 0409 679
867 j.ashford@iinet.net.au
ASW 28, 18 metres, VH-GZV, 195
hours, excellentcondition, includes
Cambridge 302 and 303, Swiss Flarm/IGC
logger,
Borgelt
electric
vario,
Microairradio, 3 batteries, oxygen fitted,
full set of cloud dancer covers, set up for
PDA, Anschau trailer, Strong parachute.
Reduced to sell - $100,000.
PH 0439551610, glenycef@gmail.com
HPH 304 Shark 18M competition
sailplane. 300hrs Altair and Cobra trailer.
Ventus2CX 800hrs, LX9000 with stick
control, Avionics trailer Partial installation
for jet by factory (wiring, Fuel tank and
pumps) Reasonable offers considered.
Andrew 0488161844

georgo28@bigpond.com
HP14V VH-GTZ 40:1 at 52 Knots.
Good condition, spare canopy. Licensed
trailer. $8 000 ONO. Contact Roger

mawson.diane@gmail.com
NARROGIN GLIDING CLUB
Astir CS 77 IKR. New canopy, basic
instruments, Microair 720. Trailer
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inclusion to be confirmed. Current Form
2. TTIS 2777 hrs. AUS$14,000
Astir CS 77 IKQ. New canopy, basic
instruments, Microair 720 and open
licensed trailer. Current Form 2. TTIS
4187 hrs. AUS$15,000 Standard
Jantar 2 IZY Basic instruments,
Microair 720 and enclosed rebuilt
licensed trailer. Current Form 2. TTIS
3152 hrs. AUS$16,000.Pictures available
Contact Dayle Found 0419808216
or narrogingc@bigpond.com
ASW 20BL VH-HDY 2668 hrs, 15/16.6 m
configs. Comp ready. Current Form 2.
Excellent trailer. Full tow out gear. Many
extras. Price reduced - $55,000 ono.
Ph Gary 03 5352 4938,

gstevo10@bigpond.com
Ventus2c 18m VH-XLP. 1370 Hrs.
Excellent condition, Refinished in
polyurethane. Insulated trailer, tow out
gear, Borgelt instruments. 15m tips.
Price negotiable. Ph: 0411287127
email: tfwest@yahoo.com
Libelle H201b VH-GGZ 2880hrs,
Superb original condition with excellent
trailer. Basic instruments, microair,
parachute (2007), wing covers and tow
out gear. $17000 PH (03) 5975 5362
Mosquito
VH-GQ D 3000hrs,
winglets, Altair +B50, parachute, MH
oxygen, Xcom radio, FLARM, refinished in
polyurethane, ballast tanks professionally
sealed, fresh form II, clamshell trailer,
tow out gear, available Brisbane
$36,000.00. Contact: John 0409 679
867 j.ashford@iinet.net.au

Two SeaTer gliderS
ASH25, GTF is a unique opportunity to
own an outstanding hangared glider at
Omarama New Zealand - home of the
world's best mountain soaring. A 40%
share is available to either one or two

suitable individuals. If interested please
contact Gavin Wills

www.swiftavionics.com.au

gwills@GlideOmarama.com
MoTor gliderS
LS 3 TOP - VH-WVH. Hangared at
Gawler airfield LS3 1780 hrs Top 110 hrs.
TOP blades 26 hrs. (1/2 share hangar for
sale) Contact John: 08 8379 5678 MB
0439 702 544

New products !!

has arrived !
Discounts on Advanced Orders
being taken for December delivery!
Contact us NOW.

Touring Motor Glider G109A.
Great condition and low hrs, 1890 hrs TT
only 190hrs on new Eng and Prop fitted
2007 by Grob in Germany. A/H, D/G, dual
CHT,EGT, transponder and GPS100.
Great Glider 30:1 plus touring 85knot
TAS at 15 l/hr NSW. Must sell price to
make way for new plane $63,500

Special introductory pricing on first 50 orders
See our website for special offers
Now with

ken.flower747@gmail.com.

Higher Sensitivity
Dual antenna for more coverage
5V Power output for PDA's
USB flight dump via Thumbdrive (Core)
Available in portable and Core models
IGC, ENL options
ADS-B, PCAS options

0457 811 627
AMT 200 Super Ximango The
ultimate touring motorglider Reliable
Rotax power. Latest wingprofile.
Retracting undercarriage. Inexpensive to
run. Very good condition. $135,000 For
full spec. and photos
email energy@clubtelco.com or call 0428
481 355 Germany
DG400 XJZ, 1990, excellent condition.
A/c refinished 2009, 3050 hrs, 15/17m
span, steerable tailwheel. Engine 266 hrs
recently rebuilt and running perfectly.
Auto prop retraction. Nilaccidents. S-nav,
Dittel radio with 10 presets, good Cobra
trailer, chute, towing gear. Based
Camden NSW. Optional T-hangar,
headset. Contact John 02 9771 3017
johnormarilyn@yahoo.com.au or Michael
02 9546 5785 mkaras@idx.com.au.
$100,000.ingprofile.

www.swiftavionics.com.au

Swift Avionics. Wacol, 4076 QLD, Australia, ph:07 38793005, sales@swiftavionics.com.au
+

TUg
CallarAWA Tug 250HP Lycoming
Excellent condition Approx 800HR Engine
life remaining. Always Hangared Current
Base is Ballarat. Some Spare Airframe
and Engine Components. Available
Mid Dec PH 0419 562 213 Jim

inSTrUMenTS
Zander system complete comprising
Zander ZS1 (computer) , ZS1R (Vario)
and GP9410 (Logger) The Zander was
purchased new in May 2008 Works
perfectly and has all of the very latest
upgrades and manuals. Available for
$2,750 Australian plus shipping Contact
Tom Holt tn.mcholt@bigpond.com +61
418 910 110 Or Peter Howlett

peterh@timeexposure.com
+61 412 391 955
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SZD – 54-2 PERKOZ
42 max L/D (20 m version)
37 max L/D (17.5 m version)

PERKOZ Factory News !
Flight tests of 20 m PERKOZ completed!
PERKOZ passes all tests with flying colours !!!
Flight tests indicate L/D max 45 !!!
ALLSTAR is stepping up work on certification Full EASA certificate of SZD-54
PERKOZ 17.5 / 20 m expected early 2013 !

In its 20m version
it can challenge
Duo Discus and DG 1000 !
Fully aerobatic in 17,5m version!
• easy rigging
• roomy cockpit, great visibility
• easy ground handling
• hand controlled rudder option
Even nicer to fly then Puchacz
Simplified maintenance
• no more 50 & 250 hourly services
• one piece, classic mount, elevator
• spring loaded trim
• gas strut in place of canopy retractor
cable
• special automotive-like shock absorber
• hydraulic disk brake (TOST) operated by
a lever on the stick
• and there’s more… making this glider
decisively better then its predecessor
Design life 15000 h
74,950.00 EUR basic config. Ex f.
9600.00 EUR Avionic AVM Duo trailer Ex f.
(when bundled with the glider)

DON’T MISS OUT! THERE’S ONLY 2 FACTORY SLOTS FOR FREE
TRANSPORT TO AUSTRALIA ! ORDER NOW !
9 months lead in time

‘capitalizing on 50 year experience in manufacturing gliders’
www.szd.com.pl
www.szdjezow.com.pl
other gliders
other gliders
available from Alstar:
available from ZS Jezow:
PW5
SZD 51-1 Junior
SZD 59 ACRO
call agent for pricing
www.avionic.pl
call agent for pricing

